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INTRODUCTION 

Some personnel agencies utilize 

their professional staff as specialists 

dealing with only specific areas of 

personnel administration. Others prefer 

assigning to their staff members work 

encompassing every aspect of personnel 

administration. 

Regardless of which organizational 

approach is used, these professionals must 

rely upon the same basic job information 

retrieval system. 

This manual attempts to give you an orientation into that aspect 

of personnel administration which serves as the foundation to, and 

counnon ground for all professional personnel specialists-job ana_lysis. 
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Joa ANALVSIS: 

WMAT/ IS IT? 
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SECTION I - JOB ANALYSIS: WHAT IS IT? 

Job analysis is the foundation of good personnel adminis

tration. All decisions made concerning personnel activities must 

be founded upon accurate job information. The demand for job 

information creates a need for some method of acquiring the 

information. Conventionally, job analysis has been considered 

to be the process of obtaining and analyzing job-related information, 

by any method and for any purpose. For our agency the purpose of 

a job analysis study is to: 

A. Find out what the incumbent or incumbents in positions do in 

all respects to the work assigned and performed. This includes 

the normal periodic, occasional, specifically unique or combined 

work actually done. 

B. Determine where the incumbent actually does the work the 

place in the unit structu~e and organization; the physical loca

tion of the work; relationship to other jobs, functions, etc. 

C. Determine how the incumbent does the work: alone, in combina

tion; what tools, equipment, sequences, etc. are involved. 

D. Determine when in the sequence of work the incumbent performs 

the duties; responsibilities for planning, carrying out, coordina~ 

ting, etc. 

E. Find out why the incumbent does the work: a supervisory 

function, determination of some fact, interpretation of statutes, 

provide a necessary function in clerical operation, counseling, 

etc. 

F. Determine the actual 9KI1L9, KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES and PERSONAL 

CHARACTERISTIC~ necessary in the work of the incumbent. How much 

must the incumbent bring to the job; how long to reach performance 
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standards, level of skills, knowledges and aptitudes application 

allowed; degree of assistance, supervision, training provided, 

etc. see Appendix J for further infonnation on these points. 

Several methods of job analysis have devt?loped to elicit those job 

characteristics most commonly sought by personnel specialists. The most 

widely known approaches are the critical incident method, the functional 

metho<l, and the job element method. Some specific details concerning each 

of these approaches is provided in Appendix A. These methods, and others 

as well, have procedural characteristics common to each other. 

Job analysis systems initially involve the collection of job informa

tion. Once collected, systems will then review the information prior to 

developing the specific job facts sought. The job facts sought most often 

in personnel are those knowledges, abilities, skills and personal character

istics resulting from determining the what, where, how, when and why of the 

work. (See Appendix B for examples of similar I~nowledges, Aptitudes, Skills 

and Personal Characteristics). The development of this or other job informa

tion dictates that in all job analysis systems conclusions and activities he 

documented. All job analysis approaches verify in some way the job inforr.ia

tion they develop. 

Although it is useful to learn about the uniqueness of the different 

techniques for conducting job analysis and to determine the what, where, how, 

when, why, 1:.A.S. and P.C., the important point to remember is that these 

techniques have much in common: the review, development, documentation and/or 

verification of job facts. 

m1at job analysis techniques can be used to accomplish these common 

collection, review, development, documentation and verification objectives? 

Several analysis techniques are used in the different analysis approaches, 

and most techniques are useful in the accomplishment of one or nore of the 

above mentioned analysis objectives. 
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In practice, the fo l lowi ng techniques of job analysis are 

frequently used in combination with one another: 

Observation. This refers to an analyst observing personally 

a job incumbent performing his job. This method is, of course, 

more feasible for short-cycle jobs than for long-cycle jobs or 

those that vary considerably from time to time. It also may re

quire traveling outside the immediate area to get to the job sight. 

(Useful in the collection, review, and verification aspects of 

completing job analysis objectives.) 

Interview. This technique refers to the job analyst inter

viewing one or more job incumbents, asking questions to solicit 

the type of information desired. Interviews may in some studies 

also include supervisors of the work or experts in the field of 

work. Interviews may require long distance traveling to reach 

the job site. This technique is somewhat dependent on the worker ' s 

communicative skills, which may be good or bad. This technique is 

more directly defendable as there is face-to-face learning thereby 

reducing the problem of written communication not conveying all the 

facts clearly. (Useful in the collection, review, and verification 

aspects of completing job analysis objectives.) See Appendix 

C for suggested interview practices. 

Ques t i onnaire . This technique involves the comple tion by j ob 

incumbents of a questionnaire designed to elicit specific j ob-re

lated infor ma t i on. It may also be filled out by the inunediate j ob 

supervisors or experts in the field. Questionnaires are eas y to 

adminis ter - depending on t he clarity of instructions contai ned 

there i n . They may e liminate t he need for travel . They do not 

provide f or face- to- face communication and the r esolution of 

t ypical communication problems. (Useful in the collection, review, 
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development, documentation, and verification aspects of completing 

job analysis objectives.) See Appendix D for various questionnaire 

forms. 

Work Diaries ~ Logs. Job incumbents are asked to keep a 

running account of job activities over a period of time, such as 

a day, week, or month. This method is, of course, more feasible 

for short-cycle jobs than for long-cycle jobs or those that vary 

considerably. This technique eliminates the need for travel. Some 

control over the information gathering process is lost as the 

analyst asks nothing and controls or directs nothing - the job 

incumbent must record his work conscientiously. (Useful for 

verifying all areas of job analysis objectives.) See Appendix 

E for an example of a work diary form. 

Film. Moving picture film or videotape is, in a sense, a 

variation of the method of observation. Film has the advantage 

of making observations a matter of permanent record. Equipment 

needs and costs are the major drawbacks. (Useful for verifying 

all areas of job analysis objectives.) 

Gro_s: Sessions. This technique involves bringing together 

first line supervisors and employees of a specific class of work 

for ''brainstorming". The analyst serves as a 100derator to the 

session, guiding its direction and recording the results of the 

session participants' discussion. This method requires super

visors and employees to be brought to a central location and away 

from their work. This technique may require concerted effort on 

the part of the job analyst to get participants to contribute to 

the session, and to understand their role as session members. 

This is a very direct and objective job-related method of getting 
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at the desired job information. (Useful in collecting, reviewing, 

developing, documenting and verifying job analysis information.) 

Job Source Material. Job analysts can often obtain useful 

information from reviewing and analyzing various job-related 

materials such as: work products; work instructions, guidelines 

and procedures; work production records; maintenance records; and 

other related job materials. This technique does not result in 

analysis information for t:he entire job. It is primarily useful 

in isolating a particular aspect of a job, for instance, reading 

level. (Useful in the collection, review, documentation, and 

verification of job analysis objectives.) An example of the 

method of isolating reading level is given in Appendix F. 

Existin& Job Information. Job information found in most 

personnel offices is useful to the collection, review, develop

ment, documentation and/or verification process of a job analysis 

study. Source material includes: job audit reports, occupational 

brochures and pamphlets, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 

organizational charts, examinations' content outlines, job 

specifications, the U.S. Department of Labor's "Occupational 

Outlook Handbook", The Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational 

Guidance, and various technical vocational magazines, etc. This 

technique provides basically peripheral information, and will not 

ascertain all the job facts needed. Examples of this kind of 

material are found Appendix G. 

Weightings. This technique is used primarily to establish 

the relative importance of a given part of job information to 

the total information or other parts. Examples of different 

methods of weighting are found in Appendix H. 
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Others. In actuality many other methods are employed to get 

job information and they are either "off-shoots" of these tech

niques or combinations of them. 

Job analysis is then a term used to describe the process of 

collecting, reviewing, developing, documenting and verifying job 

information by utilizing any one or a combination of recognized 

objective analysis techniques. Such techniques result in learning 

th~ ~hat,~ where, how, when, and why of the job and oermit the 

development of necessary job knowledge, skill, abilities and 

personal characteristics associated with performing the work. 
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SECTION II - WHAT DOES IT DO? 

In architecture, a proper foundation gives support, stability, 

and strength to a building's superstructure. In personnel adminis

tration job analysis information serves the personnel specialist 

in much the same manner. 

Within personnel administration, job analysis information is 

utilized for a variety of purposes. It gives to interested personnel 

specialists facts regarding job duties, knowleds~i.abilities, skills 

and worker personal characteristics facilitating specific activities 

within such areas as: labor relations, training, recruitment, per

formance evaluation, wage and salary administration, classification, 

and selection. 

As a personnel specialist on our staff you will use information 

obtained from job analysis primarily for: examination development and 

validation, classification, wage and salary administration, and recruit

ment purposes. 

The ability to isolate specific job knowledges, abilities, skills, 

and personal characteristics (K.A.S. and P.C.) through learning the 

what, when, how, where, and why of a job is very important to the proper 

development of job descriptions, job standards and job qualifications. 

Classification activities such as these directly influence hiring, 

promotion, and demotion practices affecting employees and job applicants. 

This department strives to insure that those procedures we 

follow in such employment practices are fair and in accordance 

with all related Federal and State laws. Proper classification 

p ractices and the subsequent requirement of good job analysis 
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information can be demonstrated by looking at the proposed 

regulations of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission govern

ing testing. (See single underlined sections of Appendix I.) Juris

dictions such as ours will be legally as well as professionally 

obligated to substantiate our classification work and decisions 

with job analysis information should standards such as these be 

adopted. 

What job analysis information (K.A.S. and P.C.) can do for 

e xarnination development and validation is to provide those profes

sionals concerned with creating job-related, valid and reliable 

screening devices, the information necessary to make proper decisions 

on what kinds of devices to use, what their content should be, and 

how much emphasis to place on specific content areas. A~ selection 

devices also directly influence hiring, promotion, and/or demotion 

practices, those in positions of developing such instruments are 

professionally and legally (see double underlined sections of 

Appendix I) responsible to show that their decisions are founded 

upon job analysis information. 

Knowledge, abilitiy, skill, and/or personal characteristic job 

information, while assisting in the areas of classification and 

selection, will also be used by this department in setting salaries. 

Job evaluation is the formal title given to the analysis of jobs 

for wage and salary administration. This department uses 

primarily the point factoring system of job evaluation which 

requires a thorough knowledge of the characteristics of work 

of all evaluated classes. As the (K.A.S. and P.C.) assessment 

process results in the documentation of accurate work character

istics, this information serves as valuable input to any and 

especially a point factoring job evaluation study. 
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Coming as a spin-off benefit, classification and selection 

job analysis information is also useful in the area of recruitment. 

The need to know K.A.S. and P.C. is of vital importance to 

decisions rendered in such matters as: where do we go for job 

recruits, what kind of recruitment do we use, what do we tell 

applicants they can qualify for, and at what educational level 

do we address our recruitment literature? 

As an analyst in this department your day-to-day activities 

will center primarily on the areas of examination and/or classifi

cation. The knowledge you develop through job analysis will 

also be drawn upon to assist others working more actively with 

the wage and salary and recruitment programs. 

Job analysis provides the job related information for many 

kinds of decisions in the field of public administration. The 

knowledges, abilities, skills and personal characteristics it defines 

are most often utilized in labor relations, training, recruitment, 

classification, selection, wage and salary, and performance 

evaluation activities. Your specific application will be in the 

areas of classification and examination with related benefits to 

the wage and salary administration and recruitment programs. 
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SECTION III - WHAT SHOULD YOU BE THINKING ABOUT? 

Architects, in building a skyscraper, not only concern them

selves with putting a good foundation under the floors to come, 

but how well the foundation and subsequent floors are to be built. 

Many variables influence decisions made during the planning stage 

like: the weather, building codes, labor costs, material costs, 

money availability, and more. Tilese factors often alter, while 

the project is underway, the building's final appearance. 

Like the architect, the job analyst has many things to 

consider when planning his study and deciding the techniques to 

use in building his job information. As the job analyst, you 

must consider such things as: equipment, mailing and travel 

expenses, timing, manpower needs, and manpower availability. 

Initially, you must establish the purpose for your study. 

If your study is directed at resolving selection and/or 

recruitment problems, your final product should be worker 

characteristics - those knowledges, abilities, skills and/or 

personal characteristics needed by the applicant or employee to 

adeguatly perform the job. 

If your study is intended to as sist in classification work, 

you not only need to know worker characteristics, but you will 

need to identify what the job requires the worker to do or work 

characteristics. 

Finally, job analysis work for the purpose of resolving wage 

and salary administration problems requires only that your job 

analysis activities demonstrate work characteristics. 
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To more clearly represent what is ment by worker and work character

istics the following example is presented. Let's say we analyzed a 

chemist working in a criminal laboratory and among other duties he performed 

identified this job task: 

T~K 

Identifies and comp_ares tool impressions in the lab in order to 
'What --where--

show similaritv between unknowns or knowns using: comparison micro-
~~ 

scope, binocular microscope, related suspected tools, and a pola
How 

roid camera: by following established written procedural guidelines. 

This broadly defined task was then further distinguished by 

these sub-tasks called behaviors and their related K.A.S. and P.C.: 

Behaviors 

A. Observe the impres-
sion and evidence submitted 
in order to develop direction 
of testing. 

B. Selects the examination 
necessary to identify and/or 
compare impression. 

Knowledges, Abilities, 
Skills 1 Personal Characteristics 

1. Knowledge of tools and their uses. 

2. Ability to observe size and shape. 

1. Knowledge of the equipment to be 
used in identifying and/or comparing 
impressions. 

C. Examines tool impressions. 1. Knowledge of tools and their uses. 

2. Knowledge of · the equipment to be 
used in examining tool impressions. 

D. Identify and/or compare 
impressions. 

3. Knowledge of how to take simple 
camera snapshots. 

4. Ability to take photographs. 

5. Ability to operate related lab 
equipment. 

1. Knowledge of tools and their uses. 

2, Ability to draw logical con
clusions. 

22 



'The behaviors have a direct relationship to the specific 

knowledges, abilities, skills and/or personal characteristics shown. 

'This task, its behaviors and their related K.A.S. and P.C. make 

up what has been referred to as the "work characteristics". 

Worker characteristics differ in that they reflect only those 

aspects of the work that!! worker must possess when he comes to 

the job, and not those he will learn while .2!!_ the jobo 'There

fore, in the above example, each K.A.S. and P.C. of each sub-

task is reviewed to see if it is essential in a newly hired 

person. Only A-1, A-2, C-1, D-1 and D-2 are essential and these 

K.A.S. and P.C. then represent the "worker characteristics". 

After considering whether your primary task is to ascertain 

worker or work characteristics or both, you should then review the 

class of work under study for several factors: how big the class is -

its population being represented by the number of filled positions; 

where its incumbents' are located what its minority population is; 

and if its positions have similar or dissimilar duties and 

responsibilities. 

'These class factors will influence your decisions concerning 

the specific job analysis techniques to use. For instance, since 

some techniques require you to travel, and let's say your analysis 

of the class population indicated that employees were located in 

the four corners of the State, you might then want to use a techni

que which does not require travel - presuming travel time, or funds 

are problems. 

Classes that are small may be analyzed utilizing full employee 

participation rather than evaluating only a representative sample of 
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the workers. In such cases, you might choose techniques as participatory 

and time consuming as exsist, knowing that upon completion your results 

would represent a review of all the jobs and the total field of 

work. 

Classes in which a variety of jobs are performed and in

dividual position duties and responsibilities are diversified 

present problems for such techniques as observation, interview, 

and film. Careful selection of positions to be reviewed must 

be made to insure that the job information gathered represents all 

aspects of work found in the class. A technique which can be used 

to overcome this problem is the questionnaire. 

The minority status of the class serves to reflect the 

accessability of the work to minorities and the need to 

utilize techniques like group sessions which roore completely 

analyze the job and provide for direct minority employee 

participation. 

Certainly one of the major considerations in planning your 

study is how much time you have to complete the project. Limit

ations of a few weeks will require the utilization of techniques 

which can be performed from the office. Techniques such as the 

questionnaire are most useful in these situations. Unlimited 

time would permit utilizing any one or a combination of techniques. 

Finally, some understanding of the agencies who utilize the 

class and their personnel administrators is useful. Often times 

such persons choose to be a part of the evaluation process and 

accommodating them may have a bearing on your choice of 

techniques. 
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Preliminary considerations as to the nature of the class to 

be studied, and the nature of the job information needed, should 

be reviewed prior to setting a course of action. 'These consider

ations will influence_ the methodology of your study. 
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Section 
IV 

HOW TO DO IT

THE I CHOICE. 

IS YOURS! 
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SECTION IV. - H<X-1 TO DO IT - THE CHOICE IS YOURS: 

How do you begin to perform a job analysis study? Remem

bering that in your study preparation you have planned to accom

plish the major objectives of job analysis: the collection, review, 

development, doctunentation and verification of job information you 

should now establish ways of accomplishing these objectives. The 

rationale for the steps you follow and techniques you apply should 

be a part of the study record. 

Which direction you go in your study depends on those 

variables mentioned in the previous section. Generally speaking, 

a "complete" job analysis study will result in both "work" and 

"worker characteristics". Diagrammed on the next page in Approach 1. 

is a representation of a complete job analysis study reflecting the 

use of technique options at various stages of the study. Approach 

2. in the diagram depicts a program of job analysis geared 

specifically to the quick identification of worker traits 

for selection purposes. 

Your plan of attack and its objectives, with the assistance of 

a more experienced analyst is your own. A point to keep in mind 

that will influence your study approach is that somewhere within 

your overall plan you.!!!!!!!!. become directly (face-to-face) involved 

with employees in the class. This involvement may come as a part 

of the collection phase of your study, or it may be incorporated 

into the review, documentation, development and/or verification 

aspects. All good analysis have employee-analyst job information 
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exchanges built into them somewhere. This type of procedure gives 

the best content validity possible to your overall analysis. 

Before you get too involved with your planning remember to 

lay the grotmd work for your job analysis activities by contacting 

concerned agency personnel to explain: the purpose of the study 

and the involvement they will have in its completion. 

Looking more closely at the model for a complete job 

analysis, Approach I, you will see how it provides for the 

collection, review, development, documentation and verification 

of job information. For example: 

Since the analyst needs to develop in his mind a beginning 

picture of what the job being studied involves defining the field 

of work should first be accomplished. This could be handled 

through the collection and review of job-related "in-house" informa

tion. Existing position job descriptions, audit reports, organizational 

charts, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Class Specifications and 

Standards, related job literature, and selection material would all 

serve as sources for the analyst to define the job and its' functions. 

Next the analyst would identify the actual work tasks. Assuming 

that in defining the job, all "in-house" material had been exhausted, 

the analyst must then decide which technique to use inorder to isolate 

the actual job tasks and· learn t he what, where, how, when, and why of 

the work. Techniques available, as you may remember, are the group 

session, observation, the personal interview, the questionnaire, the 

work log, and film. In this example time and class conditions permit 

utilizing employees in the collection, review and development of 

relevant task statements. 
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Employees utilizing the "group session" concept would then 1:>e 

gathered together and presented the rough job definition and task 

statements developed from the preliminary work. They would be 

asked to approve, disapprove, rework and develop relevant job tasks. 

Verification of this information could then be accomplished 

through the utilization of job information gathered by another job 

analysis technique. Since in this example employees have already 

been used in a direct face-to-face way, they would . not need to be 

ttirectly involved in this phase of the study. In-house source 

material has been used so the techniques of observation, film, 

questionnaire, and work diary would now be considered. The 

material developed through utilizing one of these techniques is 

then reviewed by the analyst and it would either verify the tasks 

developed or raise issues requiring further analysis. 

From the verified task statements the analyst would next 

ascertain their related knowledges, aptitudes, skills, and/or 

personal characteristics. The analyst could write these himself, 

utilize the employee group session, or build them into a question

naire he would send out to others employed in the class of work 

tmder study. 

For classification and selection purposes, the job tasks, 

knowledges, aptitudes, skills, and/or personal characteristics 

would finally need to be weighed. 

In making these types of planning decisions you are tailoring 

your study. In performing the techniques, job information will be 

collected, reviewed, developed, documented and verified. The results 

are weighed K.A.S. and P.C., and task statements which are used primarily 

for classification purposes and selection device development. 
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Section 
V 

WHER£ oo You 
GO 

FROM HERE ? 
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SECTION V - WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE? 

The job information that you have acquired is now ready for 

further work. To help you better understand its relationship to 

the fields of classification, selection, wage and salary administration, 

and recruitment the following flow chart and description is presented: 

1) Wage & Salary 
Information 

1) Specification 
"K • A. S • & P • C • " 

1 
2) Specification 1 "M. Q." 

Tasks K.A. S. 
& 

P.C. 

Essential 
K.A.S. 

Measurable 
K.A.S. 

Variable 
K.A. S. General ---

l 
& 

P.C. 
To new wkr. 

& 
P.C. 

& 
P.C. 

Weighted 
Tasks l 

1) 
2) 

3) 

Class Standards 1) Recruitment 1) Pass - Fail Selection 
SpeC;ification "Illustra- Information Factors 
tive Examples of Work" 2) Recruitment Info. 
Specification "Definition" 

To elaborate on this, let's again look at the job analysis 

information developed for the Criminal Laboratory Chemist I 

classification. 

The following general tasks were i dentified as represent

ing the specific duties and responsib ilities of t hese kinds of 

Chemist I positions: 
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K.A.S. 

1) 

& 
P.C. 

Selecti( 
Factors 
Areas & 
Amounts 

2) Recruit-
ment Inf 



TASK I 

B.C.I. CHEMIST I 

TASKS 

Presents testimony or written reports to grand juries 
preliminary hearings or trial reports in order to interpret, 
present and defend evidence and test results by using work 
aids like models, photographs and charts. 

TASK II 

Testifies in court in order to clarify and resolve con
flicts of expert opinion or to support other testimony, uses 
work aids like models, photographs and charts. 

TASK III 

Examines and identifies materials suspected of being 
drugs in order to determine the chemical identity of the 
substance using: color spot tests, microscope-gross, micro
crystalline gas, chromatograph, spectrophotometrics, chroma
tographic plates, microscope-polar, chemical reagents, infrared 
spectrophotometer, .ultraviolet spectrophotometer, fluorsence 
spectrophotometer and following past practices and procedures 
and operating manuals. 

TASK IV 

Examines and/or identifies blood, urine and beverages in 
order to ascertain alcohol content using: gas-chromatograph, 
volumetric analyzer, chemicals, glassware, Bunsen burner and 
following operating manuals. 

TASK V 

Learns drug analysis test techniques and procedures in order 
to develop proficiency and independent activity using literature, 
experienced personnel, federal training programs and work 
experiences. 

TASK VI 

Learns alcohol analysis test techniques and procedures in 
order to develop proficiency and independent activity using 
literature, experienced personnel, federal training programs 
and work experiences. 
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TASKS (Continued) 

TASK VII 

Attends court in order to observe expert testimony practices. 

TASK VIII 

Examines, identifies and compares hair, fibers and physio
logical body fluids in order to show similarity between unknowns 
or knowns using: micro-analysis comparison and plain microscope, 
polaroid camera, chemical reagents, electrophoresis, following 
operating manuals and procedures. 

TASK IX 

Learns hair, fiber and physiological body fluids test 
techniques and procedures in order to develop proficiency and 
independent activity. 

TASK X 

Examines, identifies and compares paint, glass, metal, soil, 
flamable liquids, incendiary devices and bomb contents in order 
to compare substances (paint, glass, soil) with knowns and to 
identify substances (flamable liquids, indendiary devices, bomb 
contents) using: microscopes, chemical spot test, sieve analysis, 
density gradient tubes, atomic absorption, emission 
spectrograph, polarizing microscope, x-ray difractometer, gas 
chromatograph, following operating manuals and procedures. 

TASK XI 

Learns chemistry and physical analysis techniques and 
procedures related to paint, glass, metal, soil, flamable liquids, 
incendiary devices and bomb contents in order to develop profi
ciency and independent activity. 

TASK XII 

Writes laboratory reports and "bills of particular" in order 
to reflect test procedures, data and/or conclusions using stan
dard writing tools and following general content guidelines. 

TASK XIII 

Develops simple maps and charts in order to illustrate 
numerical or statistical data using standard graphic equipment. 
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TASKS (Continued) 

TASK XIV 

Assembles daily and monthly activity figures in order 
to present work activity in all lab areas. 

TASK XV 

Receives, processes and returns materials submitted to 
the lab in order to be processed and to maintain the chain 
of custody. 

TASK XVI 

Identifies and compares fingerprints, footwear, tire 
treads, serial numbers, foot-palm impressions in order to 
identify persons and/or materials used in criminal activities or 
disaster victims using: hand magnifier, fingerprint comparator, 
fingerprint equipment, acids and other etching solutions, pola
rold camera following principles and practices outlined in State, 
Federal law enforcement academy training a~d procedure manuals. 

TASK XVII 

Identifies and compares tool impressions in order to show 
similarity between unknowns or knowns using: comparison micro
scope, binocular microscope, related suspected tools and pola
roid camera. 

TASK XVIII 

Identifies a.nd compares fired bullets, cartridge cases, 
distance determinations, firearm discharges and residues in order 
to determine the physical and chemical aspects of unknowns and 
to show similarities to knowns using: comparison microscope, 
binocular microscope, emission spectrograph, atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer, bullet trap, shot trap, micrometers, calipers, 
chemicals, analytical balance by following text book and course 
work literature and instructions. 

TASK XIX 

Learns physical and chemical analysis techniques and practices 
of fired bullets, cartridge cases, distance determinations, fire
arm discharges and residues in order to develop proficiency and 
independent activity. 
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TASKS (Continued) 

TASK XX 

Collects physical materials at the scene of crimes in 
order to preserve and document material for future identi
fication purposes using: gloves, vials, plastic bags, 
scalpels, tweezers, magnifying glasses following B.C.I. 
crime investigating agent's instructions. 

TASK XXI 

Drives a state automobile in order to reach crime scenes and 
make court appearances under, occasionally, specific instructions 
of B.C.I investigating agent or department automobile operating 
regulations. 

TASK XXII 

Prepares and gives speeches to public and private groups in 
order to provide general information about the crime lab using 
normal audiovisual aids. 

TASK XXIII 

Conducts tours for any interested persons in order to show 
them the laboratory facilities. 

TASK XXIV 

Instructs law enforcement personnel in techniques and 
methods of collecting physical material in order to achieve a 
basic level of knowledge concerning evidence collection using 
routine training aids. 

TASK XXV 

Examines and/or identifies blood, urine, body fl u ids and 
tissues in order to ascertain drug and or poi son c on tcnl usi nc1: 
color spot tests, microscopi c-gross, microc r ystalline, chromalo
graph, spectrophotometers, chromatograph plates, chemical s, infra r0cl 
spectrophotometer, ultraviolet spectrophotomet er, florence s pectro
photometer, gas chromatrograph, columetric analysis, glassware, 
Bunsen burner, C. 0. oximeter , x-ray d..iffractometer, emission 
spectrograph, blender following operating manuals and guides. 
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TASKS (Continued) 

TASK XXVI 

Learns chemistry and physical analysis techniques and 
procedu£es in blood, urine, body fluids and tissues in order to 
develop proficiency and independent action. 

TASK XXVII 

Maintains laboratory equipment in order to insure its 
operability using: cleaning fluids and simple tools following 
maintenance manuals. 
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From these general task statements a classification speci

fication was developed. 

The following class specification "Definition" and "Illus

trative Examples of Work" sections represent direct applications 

of this job information. 

Following this class specification is part of a point factor 

job evaluation system. By looking it over and from reading the 

tasks you will see how points were arrived at for the class, and 

then used in determining its overall salary range. 
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IOWA 

CRIMINAL CHEMIST I 

DEFINITION 

Under general supervis ion, learns how to and performs 

various chemical and physical examinations, results of which are 

used in court proceedings; performs related work as required. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK 

Learns drug, alcohol, firearm, hair, fiber, physiological 

body fluid, paint, glass, metal, soil, flammable liquid, in

cendiary device, bomb, blood, urine, and tissue analysis test 

techniques and procedures. 

Identifies and compares tool impressions, fired bullets, 

cartridge cases, firearms discharges, fingerprints, footwear, 

tire treads, serial numbers and foot-palm impressions. 

Examines and identifies materials substances suspected of 

being drugs; examines and identifies blood, urine, body fluids 

and tissues when suspected of containing drugs, including 

alcohol. 

Examines, identifies, and compares hair, fibers, physio

logical body fluids, paint, glass , metal, soil, flammab l e 

liquids, incendiary devices, bombs against known like materials. 

Testifies in court or present written reports on results 

of laboratory analysis. 

Drives to crime scenes to collect physical evidence for 

analysis. 
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Instructs law enforcement personnel in the techniques and 

methods of collecting physical material. 

Writes laboratory reports, assembles daily and monthly work 

activity information. 

Prepares and gives speeches to public and private groups con

cerning general crime laboratory activities. 

Maintains laboratory equipment in operating order using 

cleaning fluids and simple tools. 

KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 

Knowledge of chemistry and boichemistry; of the physical 

characteristics of paint, glass, metal, soil, flammable liquids, 

incendiary devices, bomb contents, hair, fibers, physiological 

body fluids, fingerprints, footwear, tire treads, serial numbers, 

finger-foot-palm impressions, blood, urine and tissues; of basic 

laboratory equipment; of safe handling of firearms; of tools and 

their uses; automobile operating laws, rules and regulations; and 

of methods of illustrating information. 

Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; to 

read technical and/or scientific literature; to learn; to recog

nize hazardous situations; to draw logical conclusions; to follow 

instructions; to add simple numbers; to distinguish sizes, shapes 

and colors; and to drive a car. 

Skill in the operation of basic laboratory equipment and 

chemicals. 

EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Minimum thirty(30) semester hours (or its academic equivalent) 

of college course work in the field of chemistry; or an equivalent 
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combination of education and experience substituting one (1) year 

of laboratory chemical analysis experience for 8 semester hours of 

the required chemistry course work to a maximum of four (4) years 

or 30 semester hours. 

NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

Possession of a valid drives's license and normal color 

perception. 
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SUB-FACTORS 

Re spons i bi I ity for execution 
of policies, methods ondpro-
cedures 

Responsibility for origina-
lion of policies, methods 
and procedures 

Responsib i lity for 
origination and execution 
combined 

L.L t<t.;:,t'UN;:,Jl:)JLI IT r--ut< t'ULIL T, Mt. I Huu;:, ANU t't<ULt:UUt<t.;:,: In, s tactor eva1uates me respons10111ry vesteo ,n a c1ass 

for the execution or organization of policies, methods and procedures. It would include "functional" guidance of others or any 
form of guidance, advice or control exercised over employees not under the supervision of the class in a direct or recognized 
line of authority. The factor would measure the incumbent's function to make recommendations, give or render interpretations 
or express conclusions of personal opinion, knowledge and independent thinking rather than just to supply factual information 
or data, as such . There is present the developing or improving methods of _work in the positions of other classes and there may 
be substantial influence or effect upon the methods, procedures or courses of action selected and approved by others not sub
ordinate to the incumbent in a recognized line of authority or put into effect by other than the incumbent or his subordinates. 

DETERMINATION OF DEGREE: Each sub-factor is expressed in terms of the importance of recommendation and responsibility 

for the origination or execution, or both, and the jurisdiction and type of guide line. Select the sub-factor end degree most ap
plicable to the class being evaluated. 

DEGREE 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
10 Points 25 Points 50 Points 85 Points 130 Points 185 Points 

Performs operations in Responsibility for Responsibility for Responsi bi I ity for same 
which responsibility is carrying out, inter- carrying out, interpret- functions as Degree 3 
limited to following or preting and enforcing ing and enforcing exist- (execution variable) but 
carrying out existing existing methods and ing policies, methods as applied to a large 
methods and procedures procedures related to and procedures re lated operat i r.g unit of non-
related to duties of own duties of (a) sub-pro- or applicable to (a) professional positions 
position, requiring fessional, sub-tech- staff posit ion or smal I or, a sma II unit of pro-

either formal education, nical, craft or clerical operating unit of non- fessional, technical or 

prior experience or staff positions; (b) professional positions; managerial positions 

short on-the-job small group of non-
(b) an individual pro-
fessional, technical or 

training period. professional positions; managerial position 
(c) an individual pro-
fessional position. 

Methods developed by Methods developed by Responsibility for as- Responsibility for as- Major responsibility for Mojor responsibility 

others others, responsibility sisting in originating sisting in originating assisting in the formu- for assisting in the 
for improvement of and developing intra- intra-unit policies, lotion of administrative formulation of pol-
routine operations unit procedures related methods and procedures policy within a medium icies, methods and 

or afplicable to (a) related to (a) a highly sized agency or institu- procedures in an op-
sma I operating unit of specialized professional, lion plicoble specialized 
non-profession al pos i- technical or managerial unit throughout the 
tions; (b) an individ- position;(b) small unit stole or for o large 
ual profess iona I, tech- of pofessional, tech - agency or institution. 
nical or managerial po- nical and manament po-
sition; (c) employees sit ions (c) large unit of 
on complex jobs non-professiona I posi-

lions 

Mojor responsibility for Policies and methods of- Major responsibility for Major responsibility for 
developing, coordinating feeling (a) small agencie developing, coordinating approving, coordinating 
and executing policy for or institutions; (b) major and executing intro-unit and executing policy, 
a small agency of limited unit of a medium size policy and methods af- methods a -id procedures 
scope and complexity agency or institution feeling either (a) spec- affecting large _units, 

ialized units within med- divisions within a large 
ium sized agency or in- agency or institution 
stitution (bl all operating 
administrative and main-
tenance units within a 
medium sized agency or 
institution; (c) a large 
highly specialized unit 
within an agency or in-
stitution. 
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The general task statements were shown to be directly 

related to specific knowledges, abilities, skills and personal 

characteristics which were reviewed in three separate ways. This review 

of K.A.S. and P.C. initially involved asking if the K.A.S. and P.C. 

resulting from the tasks were essential for a newly hi red employee 

to have? 

The Chemist I K. A. S. and P. C. subjected to this evaluation 

are listed below: 

Knowledge of chemistry and biochemistry: of chemistry and 

biochemistry as they relate to the specific areas of paint, glass, 

metal, soil, flammable liquids, incendiary devices, bomb contents, 

toxicology, microanalysis, drugs, firearms, toolmarks, finger

prints, blood alcohols, hair fibers, physiological body fluids 

and tissues; of the physical characteristics of paint, glass, 

metal, soil, flammable liquids, incendiary devices, bomb contents. 

hair fibers, physiological body fluids, fingerprints, footwear, 

tire treads, serial numbers, and finger-foot-palm impressions: of 

basic laboratory equipment; of specific laboratory equipment used 

in performing tests in the areas of paint, glass, metal, soil, 

flannnable liquids, incendiary devices, bomb contents, toxicologv, 

microanalysis, drur,s, firearms, toolmarks, fingerprints, blood 

alcohols, hair, fibers, physiological body fluids and tissues: of 

drugs, their physical appearance, packaging and equipment used in 

utilization; of drugs and poisons; of the types and physical char

acteristics of firearms and related materials; of the safe handling 

of firearms: of tools and their uses: of how to operate a camera; 
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of automobile operating laws, rules, and regulations; of test 

item construction; of the proper use of audiovisual aids; of test

ing procedures used in evaluating paint, glass, metal, soil, flannn

able .liquids, incendiary devices, bomb contents, etc.; of the proper 

collection procedures and documentation procedures of evidence; of 

agency reporting procedures; of source material locations; of 

methods of illustrating information; of office procedures regarding 

the receipt, process and return of analysis materials; and of the 

nature of physical evidence. 

Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; to 

visually follow activities; to read technical and/or scientific 

literature; to learn; to follow instructions; to recognize poor or 

inappropriate court testimony; to recognize hazardous laboratory 

situations; to draw logical conclusions; maintain composure while 

under cross-examination; to add simple numbers; to convert raw data 

to weight and volume figures; to distinguish sizes, shapes and 

colc,rs; to operate analysis equipment; to use audiovisual aids; 

to drive a car; to take photographs; to use simple tools; and to 

read schematics. 

Skill in the operation of equipment and the use of chemicals. 
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The followinr, list represents those K.A.S. and P.C. deemed 

essential characteristics to a newly hired chemist in order for 

him to perform the work sat i sfactorily: 

Knowledge of chemistry and biochemistry; of the physical 

characteristics of paint, glass, metal, soil, flammable liquids, 

incendiary devices, bomb contents, hair, fibers, physiological 

body fluids, fingerprints, footwear, ti re treads, serial numbers, 

finger-foot-palm impressions, blood, urine and tissues; of basic 

laboratory e~uipment; of safe handling of firearms; of tools and 

their uses; automobile operating laws, rules and regulations; and 

of methods of illustrating information. 

Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing; to 

read and understand technical and/or scientific literature; to 

learn; to recognize hazardous situations; to draw logical con

clusions; to follow instructions; to add simple numbers; to dis

tinguish sizes, shapes and colors; and to drive a car. 

Skill in the operation of basic laboratory equipment and 

chemicals. 

This information was used to develop additional classi

fication material as well as recruitment data. Examples of the 

application of this kind of information can be seen in the 

previous class specification's "K.A.S. and M.Q." sections and the' 

following example of recruitment literature. 
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Eighth Grade Education ... 

High School Graduate ... 

Work Experience 

See ME for a Job 

If you quit school before finishing high school 
or if you're a high school graduate, Iowa govern
ment may have the job you've been looking for. 
Every day, Iowa government departments and 
institutions are looking for people to fill many 
different jobs. A lot of these jobs require only a 
minimum of education or experience. Several jobs 
do not require you to take a written test.* 

In some of these jobs, work experience can be 
substituted for education or education can be 
substituted for experience. An approved high 
school equivalency certificate or successful com
pletion of the General Educational Development 
(GED) Test can be substituted for actual high 
school graduation. 

Many salaries listed are recommended for in
creases shortly. Please check on updated salary 
information. 

Look over the following list, check the jobs 
that interest you and then follow the easy steps 
to getting the job you want. 

1 

Job 
Number Job Title 

00260 Mail Clerk I 
02105 Activities Aide 

Office and Clerical 

00010 Utility Office Worker 

02015 Nursing Assistant I 
02050 Public Health Nursing Aide 
03005 Community Program Aide I 
03006 Community Program Aide II 
03205 Mental Health Worker I 
03210 Child Development Worker I 
03220 Foster Grandparent 
03065 Dormitory Supervisor 
03225 Geriatric Worker I 

Monthly 
Salary 

(Subject t-0 Upward 
Revision) 

$373-$502 
$392-$527 

$307-$392 

$355-$478 
$307-$392 
$338-$433 
$373-$502 
$355-$478 
$355-$478 
$322-$412 
$338-$433 
$355-$478 

03250 Drug Abuse Counselor Trainee $355-$478 

04301 Construction Aide $433-$581 
05300 Conservation Aide $307-$392 
05165 Laboratory Aide $355-$478 
05424 State Waters Aide $355-$478 

07005 Custodial Worker $373-$502 
07105 Watchman S392-$527 
08005 Maintenance Worker I S412-$553 
08365 Automotive Serviceman $412-S553 

07200 Food Service Worker $338-$433 
07305 Laundry Worker I $338-$433 
07315 Linen Room Attendant $338-$433 
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The essential K.A.S. and P.C. were further evaluated to 

determine their utility for selection purposes. This was accom

plished by asking (1) Is there a way of measuring this K.A.S. or 

P.C. quantitatively? If the answer was "no", it was dropped from 

consideration; i f it was "yes", then this question was asked 

(2) Would varying amounts of this K.A.S. or P.C. cause varying 

levels of job effectiveness? If "no", then the K.A.S. or P.C. 

was considered on l y as a qualifier (pass/fail) factor; if the 

answer was "yes", t he item(s) were then subjected to weighting. 

All K.A. and S. meet the first question criteria for "yes". 

Knowledge of automobile operation laws, etc., was eliminated from 

selection considerations as the requirement of a driver's license 

in the job qualifications adequately tested for this factor. The 

second question resulted in "no" for these factors: Ability to 

distinguish size, shape and colors; to recognize hazardous 

situations; to add simple numbers; and to drive a car. Also, "no" 

was the response for "skill in the use of basic equipment and 

chemicals". 

The factors once weighed were further evaluated against such 

considerations as (1) the employee probationary peri od serving 

as the test (2) cost and ease of a dministration of t he selection 

devices and (3) the reliabi lity of different test i ng de vices. 1110 

selection composition arrived at i s demonstrated on th e following 

page. 
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As you see, job analysis information is used in this agency 

in several ways. It has direct application to our wage and salary, 

classification, selection and recruitment programs. 

This manual is not intended to give the qetails on how to use 

job analysis information in each of these areas. It is important, 

however, that you begin by seeing in what ways job analysis information 

will be used. 
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Now. 

Section 
VI 

TO TRf IT OUT! 



SECTION VI - NOW, TO TRY lT OUT: 

This section of this training manual uses a technique called 

"programmed instruction", in which the material is presented in 

small steps, reiterating in each step only small "bits" of the 

information previously discussed in this manual. You will fre

quently have to complete s t a t ements or answer questions about the 

material as you are reviewing it. Each bit of information in this 

section is presented in its own numbered box, or frame, like this: 

Page 41 (TEXT) Page 41 

Given a student with the necessary prerequisities , which of 
the following, in your opinion, would be most dependent on his 
intelligence? 

Page 42 

1. Whether he gets through the program or not. Turn 
to page 42. 

2. How much he knows about the subject upon finishing. 
Turn to page 45. 

3. How long he takes. Turn to page 46. 

If you turned to one of the above pages you would find: 

Page 42 
( from page 41) ( from page 41) 

No, there is little correlation between the student's in
telligence and his ability t o get through a program. The only 
difference is that bright students go faster. 

(TEXT) 
Page 45 
( from page 41) 

Please return to page 41 and 
select another alternative 

Page 45 
( from page 41) 

There seems to be no evidence that a difference in intelligence 
i s reflected in the amo\lllt learned f rom a pr ogram. 

The assumption i s now made that if a s tudent meets the pre
requisites and finishes t he program , he wi l l score about the same 
as anybody el se on the examination regardl ess of his I. Q. 

(TEXT) 

i; 1 

Please return t o page 41 and 
sel ect another alternative 



Page 46 
(from page 41) 

Right! Given a :3tudent 
only difference intelligence 
to get through the program. 

Page 46 
( from page 41) 

with the necessary prerequisites, the 
seems to make is in the time it takes 

{_T~_l{_'l'_) 

(Note: When you are referred to page 46, where the correct answer 
is confirmed, the next unit of information to be learned is 
presented on that or another page and the same pattern 
illustrated on page 41 is followed throughout this programmed 
section). 
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A. You have been asked to perform a job analysis study on a 
class entitled Employer Liability Auditor II. 

Initially, you know that regardless of all other 
considerations your study will be concerned with the 

of job information. ------
1. Location of employees in the class and subsequently 

the location - page 3. 

2. Collection, review, development, documentation, and 
verification - page 2. 

3. Work and worker characteristics isolation - page 4. 

B. You are also told that this study is intended to resolve 
existing problems with the class specification and selection 
procedures. 

Your study objective should be to establish knowledges, 
abilities, skills and personal characteristics of the worker as 
well as the work. This is --------

1. True - page 2. 

2. False - page 3. 

C. Knowing that your time to complete this project is 
limited,- your next step should be to --------

1. Contact the agency to inform them of the study -
page 2. 

2. Evaluate the class - page 3. 

3. Randomly select employees to be surveyed - page 4. 
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Page lA 

Yes, since you don't know the purpose of the study you can't 
be sure if work or worker characteristics are needed. The location 
of employees may be useful to you in picking your analysis tech~ 
niques, but with only this information the only thing you can be 
sure of is that regardless of all other factors - all job analysis 
studies involve these conunon characteristics. 

Go on to Item B, page 1 

Page lB 

Since our purpose is to resolve classification and selection 
problems, we will have to carry our work beyond the identification 
of work characteristics. 

Go on to Item C, page 1 

Page lC 

No. This should be done once you have completed your study 
planning process. At this point more planning is necessary. 

Please return to page 1 and 
select another alternative. 

A. Review of the class reveals that there are 33 positions 
28 of which are physically located outside of Polk County. 
No employees are minorities, and all positions appear to 
perform basically the same duties and responsibilities. 

This information helps you finalize your study plan 
because -----------

1. You now know that with 28 positions located outside 
the inunediate area, travel will be difficult and a technique 
should be employed which minimizes this problem - page 4. 

2. The absence of minorities means you do not need to 
utilize techniques which involve employee participation -
page S. 

3. You can get a representative sample of the work 
directly from employees right in your innnediate area - page 3. 
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Page lA 

No. This information may be useful in your decisions regarding 
which technique to use, but other considerations may influence this 
this also. The question seeks an answer more basic to all job 
analysis systems. 

Page lB 

Please return to page 1 and 
select another alternative. 

As we will need speci fi c information about the nature of the 
job as well as the worker t o perform it - both work and worker 
knowledges, abilities, skills , and personal characteristics will be 
necessary. 

Go to Item C, page 1 

Page lC 

Yes. You have your basic study and specific analysis ob
jectives in mind; it is now important to review the class. 

Go on to Item A, page 2 

Page 2A 

The absence of minorities does not mean face-to-face contact 
is to be eliminated, and picking a technique which reduces your 
travel time is unnecessary as you have enough of a sample close 
at hand to bring employees to you. The fact that these empl oyees 
do the same work as those outside the area permits you to plan 
your initial phase around limited employee participation. 

A. What would you do next ? 

Go on to Item A, page 3 
below 

1. Contact the employing agency t o explain study -
page 5. 

2. Formalize your plan - out lining techniques to be 
used - page 4. 

3. Begin to develop background job i n formation - page 6 
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Page lA 

No. Work or worker characteristics are objectives of job 
analysis studies and can only be established as objectives once 
the purpose of the study is known. At this time you do not have 
enough data to say what your objectives are: 

Page lC 

Please return to page 1 and 
select another alternative 

Randomly selecting employees may be necessary - due to time 
constraints, then again it may not. It is premature to make this 
decision at this point in your planning process. 

Page 2A 

Please return to page 1 and 
select another alternative 

It is true that with 28 positions outside of the immediate 
area you should be concerned about travel; however, electing a 
technique like questionnaire to better canvas these employees is 
not necessary. 

Page 3A 

Please return to page 2 and 
select another alternative 

As your approach will be reviewed by other staff members and 
as you personally will want to set out all your steps and pro
cedures, this is the time to document the choices you make in 
your planning activity, then inform the agencies concerned. 

Go on to Item A, page 4 
below 

A. Diagramming your plan as you see it would result in 
something close to which of the following: 
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Pag_e 2A 

The presence of minorities is intended to only serve as a 
guide to the need for electing techniques with greater employee 
participation. The need for direct personal contact in your study 
still exists and the lack of minorities should not direct your 
attentions away from this planning consideration. 

Please return to page 2 and 
select another alternative 

Pag_e 3A 

You will want to inform the agencies, but as yet this is not 
the best time. 

Please return to page 3 and 
select another alternative 

Pag_e 4A 

If your plan resembles this one you are on the right track as 
you will accomplish the collecting, review, development, documen
tation and verification of job information. This process permi ts 
the direct fact-to-face contact desired in a job analysis , and it 
gets work as well as worker data as fast as is possible by 
eliminating travel problems. Weighting methods used are l ess 
complicated and thereby speed up the overall operation. 

A. 

B. 

Go on to Item A, page 5 
below 

Having mapped out your study approach and t hen conveying 
it to the employing agency, you now begin to de f ine the job 
for yourself and to prepare tentative job tasks and K.A.S . 
and P.C. lists for your employee sessions. On a separate 
sheet of paper, see if you can list those inhouse materials 
you should now consult. ________ Turn to page 7. 

From the inhouse mat erial you isolate this p rel iminary 
job function "audits employers payroll records in depth and 
in detail for compliance with related State and Federal un
employment insurance laws". 

What tentative K.A.S. and P.C. would you develop from 
this? Tum to page 6. 
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Page 3A 

You have some other things to do before you take this step. 

Page 4A 

Please return to page 3 and 
select another alternative 

This procedure is fine if your purpose is one of primarily 
developing worker characteristics to be used in selection studies. 
Since this study is to get at classification information as well 
as selection, this plan is not acceptable. 

Pag_e SB 

Please return to page 4 and 
select another alternative 

Knowledge of community employers, their physical locations and 
employment practices. 

Knowledge of payroll accounting practices. 

Knowledge of State and Federal Unemployment Insurance laws. 

Ability to add , subtract, divide and multiply numbers. 

Ability to communicate effectively orally. 

Go on to A Below 

A. In validating the job information developed by your 
employee group you elected to use a random surveying of the 
28 positions located outside of the Polk County area. 

Which questionnaire method of those presented to you 
in the appendix would be best? 

1. P .D.Q. Merit Forms M2 A & R 

2. P.A.Q. 

3. Illinois "Professional" Form 

4. One made up of Tasks & K.A.S. & 
P.C. isolated by the employee 
group 

Page 6 

Page 7 

Page 8 

Page 9 
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Page 4A 

If your plan resembles this one, you are on the right path; 
~owever, your choice of job interviews and the Wisconsin weighting 
method are two techniques which tend to require travel and more 
study time to complete. As you are under some constraints to do 
this in as short a time as possible, other techniques would be 
rm.ore useful. 

Page SA 

Please return to page 4 and 
select another alternative 

Remember that a variety of things are available including: 
audit reports, specifications, class standards, selection device 
outlines and material, D.O.T., class or occupational literature, 
U.S. Dept. of Labor Handbook of Jobs, Encyclopedia of Careers, 
organizational 

Please go on to B, page 5 

Page 6A 

This method is best in that it will help to conf:f.rm the tasks 
and K.~.s. and P.C. isolated by the employee group, and can be 
initiated while -other job analysis tasks are underway, thereby 
saving time. It also will be easy for the incumbents to fill out. 
The P.A.Q. would be difficult for incumbents to fill out, the 
Illinois form would not get at job tasks well enough, and deve
loping your own requires that you wait for the employee sessions 
,to complete their work - thereby taking more time. 

Go on to A below 

A. The employee group developed 25 work tasks and 45 related 
K.A.S. and P.C. which have been subsequently verified by you. 

What do you plan to do next with the task information? 

1. They should be reviewed for their essentialness to 
a newly hired person - page 8. 

2. They can be ignored as they have only led to the 
K.A.S. and P.C. desired - page 9. 

3. They should be weighted for use in developing the 
class specification and standards - page 10. 
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Page 6A 

This form will not be the easiest to get employees to under
stand and it requires quite a bit of time to complete. 

Page 7A 

Please return to page 6 and 
select another alternative 

Even though task statements led to K.A.S. and P.C. the 
question of essential or non-essential refers to those K.A.S. and 
P.C. required to perform the task. Therefore, such a review should 
be directed at the K.A.S. and P.C. Tasks are useful for other 
purposes. 

Please return to page 7 and 
select another alternative. 

A. The knowledges, abilities, skills, and personal characteristics 
you now have are called worker characteristics. This is 

1. True 

2. False 

page 10 

page 9 

B. In weighting worker characteristics you have selected the 
Minneapolis system for it's simplicity and quickness. Assuming 
these K.A.S. and P.C. were isolated and verified, which of them 
would answer all the questions to be asked in "yes"? 

A. Knowledge of connnunity employers employment practices. 

B. Knowledge of the physical location of community 
employers. 

C. Knowledge of payroll accounting procedures. 

D. Knowledge of State and Federal unemployment insurance 
laws. 

E. Ability to add, subtract, divide and multiply numbers. 

F. Ability to communicate effectively orally. 

1. A, B, C and F 

2. C, E and F 

3. C, D, E and F 

Page 10 

Page 9 
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_!:~e 6A 

The Illinois "Professional" form is geared primarily to the 
isolation of worker characteristics and therefore will not help 
you confirm your tasks and classification information. 

Page 7A 

Please return to page 6 and 
select another alternative 

Since our original purpose was to develop job information for 
both classification and selection areas, we will use the task 
inforl'lation. 

Pa,ae 8A 

Please return to page 7 and 
select another alternative 

These are wor.k rather than worker characteristics as they may 
represent some K.A.S. and P.C. not essential for the new employee 
to bring with him to the job. 

Go on to Item B, page 8 

Pa,g_e 8B 

Yes. Only these three characteristics can be considered as 
absolutely essential for a newly hired employee to possess. As 
others did not meet the first criteria, there is no need to sub
ject them to further evaluation. Each of the three could be 
measured and, if measured, would reflect varying levels of the 
K.A.S. and/or P.c. which would result in varying levels of job 
effectiveness. 

Go on to Item A, below 

A. In terms of job analysis activities and the objectives of this 
study, your last and final procedure is to ____________ • 

1. Rank those K.A.S. and P.C. determined to be worker 
traits - page 11. 

2. Develop selection device content and write job quali
fications and specification standards - page 10. 
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Pas,e 6A 

This method, using employee data , is by far the best method 
in that you would be getting specific confirmation on those K.A.S. 
and P.C. already deemed j ob-related by people in the class. How
ever, this study has time constraints and in this approach you 
must wait for the employee to finish and then draft a form or 
questionnaire. · Anothe r method of getting this material validated 
sooner needs to be considered . 

Pa,ae 7A 

Pleas e r e t urn to page 6 and 
select another a l t ernative 

As these tasks can be used i n the "Ill ustrat i ve Examples" 
section of the class s pecifica t i on and will be use ful in showing 
distinctions between level s of jobs in the same series in the 
class standard , they should be weighted - by percentages, t o 
reflect the relative anounts of activity in each area of work . 

Go on to A, page 8 

Pa~e 8A 

No. Worker trai t s r e fer to those an employee mus t b r i ng with 
him t o the j ob, t hese K. A.S . and P.C. have not been pur ged of t hos e 
e l ements which are learned by the new employee on the j ob . 

Go on t o B, page 8 

Pas,e 8B 

The knowledge of enploye r practices and their phys i cal 
loca tions are not essential fo r a new employee to possess. He 
can learn these t hinr-s once he gets on the j ob. Also , new employees 
will no doub t be t rained on t he specific legal aspects governing 
t heir wo rk . 

Pag_e 9A 

Please return to page 8 and 
select another alternative 

These functions may be performed by you in total or in part , 
but for your purposes j ob analysis is completed once you have 
achieved the object ives of collecti ng, reviewing, developing, 
documenting and validat ing j ob information. 

Please go on to Par,e 11 
9A 
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Pa.ue 8B 

The knowledge of State and Federal tmemployment insurance laws 
is not essential for a newly hired employee to possess - this area 
will no doubt be covered by an agency training program. 

Pa£_e 9A 

Please return to page 8 and 
select another alternative 

You now need to rank these worker characteristics and may 
follow any one of techniques suggested. This final information 
will then be ready for classification activities and use in setting 
minimwn qualifications by those responsible for the respective 
program area. 

Page 11 
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SECTION VII - CONCLUSIONS 

You have learned what Job Analysis is, what it does, how to do 

it, and have even tried it out once yourself. 

You should now realize that a job analysis study is intended to 

to answer such questions about the job as: What does it entail?, 

Where is it performed, its relationships etc.?, How is it done - with 

what equipment, etc.?, When is it done - and what role does it play 

in planning, coordinating, etc.; and Why is the work performed? By 

answering these questions job tasks are developed which lead directly 

to the K.A.S. and P.C. related to the work performed and the background 

of the worker required to perform them. This information is vital to 

the decision making process in the areas of selection, wage and salary 

administration, classification, and ~~cruitment. An example of a 

finished job analysis study for the purpose of selection decisions is 

provided in appendix K. 

As you may have gathered from this manual, this training is 

intended to give you only an orientation to the kind of personnel 

analyst work you will be doing with this agency. Job analysis is 

important as it is the basis for all the other types of work you 

will do whether assigned to our classification, selection or recruit

ment program areas. 

Each of these areas will provide you additional training in 

manual, on-the-job or other form(s) as you are assir,ned to work 

in them. In all cases experienced analysts will be present to 

help you begin to apply this knowledge and to assist you with the 

additional training material you will receive. 
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APPENDIX A 

JOB ANALYSIS APPROACHES 

A. CRITICAL INCIDENT APPROACH 

General Statement of Critical Incident Technisue 

The Critical Incident Technique is a method of defining a job 

in terms of the concrete and specific behaviors necessary for 

successfully performing it.1 

Method of Data Collection2 

"This method asks supervisors, employees, or others familiar 

with a job to record critical incidents of behavior. The in

cidents are just what the name implies--actual outstanding 

occurrences of successful or unsuccessful job behavior. Such 

occurrences are usually recorded in stories or anecdotes. Each 

one describes 1) what led up to the incident and the setting in 

which it occurred, 2) exactly what the employee did that was so 

effective (or ineffective), 3) perceived consequences of t he 

critical behavior, and 4) whether such consequences were actually 

within the control of the employee. 113 These incidents can be 

gathered by an individual interview with the above men t ioned 

person(s) ; a group interview with the same people; or by mail

ing out questionnaires to these individuals. It is usually 

1M. D. D\lllnette, Personnel Selection and Placement, (Belmont, 
Calif.: Brooks Cole Publishing Co., 1966) p. 79 

2Many of the ideas explained in this section were extracted 
from Dr. J.P. Campbell, op. cit., ~p. 3-4 

3nunnette, op, cit., p. 79 
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suggested that many incidents of successful and 'llllsuccessful job 

behaviors be collected--anywhere from one hundred to several 

thousand depending upon the scope and complexity of the specific 

job under consideration. Then, in order to make it easier to 

define 1) the worker behaviors required on the job, 2) the 

selection inferences that can be drawn from these statements 

(that is, what measurement instruments "seem" appropriate, and 

3) the comparison of each activity with other activities, it is 

necessary to "categorize" these statements of critical job be

havior. Categories refer to general behavioral dimensions 

created by clustering similar critical incidents into homogeneous 

groups. An important function of categories is the way in which 

they facilitate comprehension of the job description and aid in 

comparisons with other job descriptions. The total m.unber of 

individual critical incidents is too much information to deal with 

all at once. It is a method of summarizing all of these specific 

observations. Therefore, a premium is placed on developing cate

gories such that: the incidents within each category represent 

similar behaviors and the incidents in different categories rep

resent behaviors that can be easily distinguished from one another; 

the title and definition of the categories are specific and un

ambiquous--usually achieved by requiring the interviewees to agree 

on~ which category is suggested by the incident~ which in

cidents fall into what categories4 ; the categories cover all the 

major factors that constitute total performance in a particular 

4P. Smith and L.M. Kendall, "Retranslation of Expectations: An 
Approach to the Construction of Unambiguous Anchors for Rating 
Scales," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1963, 4 7, p. 151 
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job; and the categories are neither so few and broad that all 

meaning is lost nor so narrow and numerous that there is too much 

information with which to deal. 

For example, it was determined that several incidents 

referring to critical cl erical behaviors were describing one 

specific category of a General Clerk's job--"Ability to Work 

Accurately and Neatly"--and were therefore placed in the category 

by the test technician. Placements were then double-checked by the 

original supervisors, etc., and a checklist for this category was 

constructed (see Figure F-1). 

Utilization of Results 

Application of the critical incident methodology results in 

information such as that shown in Figure F-1. The general be

havioral dimension "Ability to Work Accurately and Neatly" can, in 

terms of the content validity procedure, be considered as an exam

ination content area. The critical incidents tmder this content 

area can serve as examples of the kinds of employee behaviors 

that affect job performance effectiveness. The required knowledges 

and skills can be inferred from these behaviors. 

Critical incident information can be used for the addit i onal 

purposes of constructing job per f ormance rating scales , constructing 

work sample tests, and identifying training needs. 
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FIGURE F-1 
SAMPLE CHECKLIST OF CRITICAL INCIDENTS 

JOB: Clerk Typist I 
DIMENSION: Ability to Work Accurately and Neatly 

CRITICAL INCIDENTS: 
1. Notices an item in a letter or report that didn't 

appear to be right, checks it, and corrects it. 

2. Produces a manuscript with square margins on each 
side, making it look like a printed book. 

3. notices and corrects an incorrect address on a 
mailing roster to clients. 

4. Uses a Secretary's Manual whenever in doubt about 
proper usage. 

5. Misfiles charts, letters, etc. on a regular basis. 

6. Types key information showing size, location, and 
other data in reversed order because of carelessness. 

7. Continually fails to use the dictionary "when in 
doubt" of a word's spelling because is never in doubt. 

8. Hakes typing errors and crooked margins so flagrant 
as to necessitate the retyping of 600-800 pages. 
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Evaluation 

There are several advantages in using a critical incident 

approach to job analysis. Perhaps the most significant contri

bution of this approach results from the fact that the incidents 

themselves reflect actual occurrences of on-the-job behavior and 

are not arbitrary statements. The justification for the incident 

lies in the fact that the job performance it describes actually 

occurred at some time in the past. 

The major disadvantages of using this approach are: 1) 

certain essential employee behaviors may be excluded because no 

specific incidents were generated by the supervisors involved in 

the study; this possibility is increased when the instructions 

restrict the respondents to relating only extremes of job per

formance; 2) for adequate coverage of all essential job behavior 

hundreds or even thousands of critical incidents are required-

obviously, it would be difficult to generate this many incidents 

if there were only a few employees in the particular position under 

study; and 3) the data in critical incident methods are "reports 

of past occurrences, subject to the distortions that reports of the 

past are heir to, and it would take skilled interviewers to ferret 

out the factual from the impressionistic, thus limiting the utility 

of this method for persons without such skill. 115 

B. FUNCTIONAL APPROACH 

General Statement of Objectives 

With the functional approach, an analyst studies a j ob in 

5nawis, op. cit., p. 3 
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terms of "what the worker does in relation to data, people, and 

things (worker function); the methodology and techniques employed 

••••••• ; the machines, tools, equipment,. and work aids used ••••••• ; 

the materials, products, subject matters, or services which results 

•••••••; and the traits required of the worker (worker traits). 116 

Method of Data Collection 

Job analysis information gathered by the functional approach 

is similar to the critical incident method in what it tries to 

achieve as an end product. However, the procedures of observation 

and categorization are done primarily by a job analyst--not super

visors or incumbents. The job analyst first familiarizes himself 

with the general characteristics of the job by reading the job 

specifications, organizational charts, books, pamphlets, or other 

relevant literature. Specific information about the job is obtained 

by observing employees performing their jobs and by interviewing 

employees, supervisors, or others knowledgeable about the job. 

Utilization of Results 

The data obtained through the job analysis is organized into 

descriptions of the work performed (task statements). The functional 

approaches generally have highly developed systems for organizing the 

data and describing the tasks in a standardized manner. The system 

includes a finite vocabulary with detailed definitions for use in 

6united States Department of Labor, Handbook for Analyzing Jobs, 
1972, p. 1. Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. 
Printing Office, Washington, D. c., 20402. 
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writing the task statements. An example of a task statement for 

the position of Social ~-lelfare Worker is: 

"Evaluates information gained from interview with 
parents, observation of home conditions, case 
record, and precedents, checking information with 
collegues or collateral sources as needed, in order 
to decide whether to proceed with or discontinue 
child placement plan." 7 

The functional approach goes beyond the writing of task state

ments into the establishment of the worker traits necessary for 

satisfactory job performance. These worker traits are categorized 

as follows: aptitudes, temperaments, training time, interests, 

physical demands, and working conditions. 

The functional approach also converts the worker trait infor

mation into numerical codes for classification purposes. This con

version process is not relevant to the objective of establishing 

content validity. 

The highly structured methodology utilized in the functional 

approach yields more standardization than might be found in the 

other job analysis approaches. The result of the standardization 

is that the task state~ents are very clearly defined and readily 

understandable. The relationships established between the worker 

functions and traits required in the worker would presumably assist 

the test technician in inferring selection objectives from the job 

analysis infonnation. However, it could be argued t hat it is very 

7Fine, s. A., and Wiley, W. w., An Introduct i on t o Functional Job 
Analysis, (Washington: The W. E. Upjohn Institute, 1971) p. 48 
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difficult, if not impossible, to look at a job and infer the "traits" 

that are required to perform the job behaviors. It is preferable to 

go directly from the job to the observable skills required and by

pass the indirect "worker trait route" advocated by this approach. 

C. JOB ELEMENT APPROACH 

General Statement of Job Element Technigue 

The Job Element method describes a job in terms of its component 

elements that are required for successful job performance. Ernest 

Primo ff defines the job elements as "Knowledges, skills, abilities, 

and personal characteristics related to job success."~ In a recent 

project report, Primoff indicated that: 

"Research has shown that the major job elements whii!h 
constitute job success include a wide variety of 
characteristics. Some depend on specific training, 
some are more general. 

A job-element may be: 

- a skill, like ability to use woodworking tools; 
- an aptitude, like aptitude for learning 

trade theory and practice; 
- a willingness, like willingness to do 

simple tasks repetitively; 
- an interest, like interest in learning 

new techniques; 
- a personal characteristic like reliability 

and dependability. 

Since the purpose of the job-element rating procedure 
is to permit evaluation of a person for the entirety 
of job success, every aspect of job success must be 
included under the major element. 11 9 

8Ernest s. Primo ff, "Summary of Job Element Principles; Preparing 
a J ob Element Standard", (Personnel Measurement Research and 
Development Center, Standards Division, Bureau of Policies and 
Standards, United States Civil Service C,:,nnnission), August 1971, p. 8 

9Emest S. Primo ff, "How to Prepare and Conduct Job-Element 
Examinations" (Draft copy), (Personnel Research and Development 
Center, Bureau of Policies and Standards, United States Civil Service 
Commission, Washington, D. C.), January 1973, Appendix 3, p. 16 
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Method of Data Collection 

A group of approximately six supervisors and/or expert workers 

suggest fifty or more job elements. They then rate these elements 

"in terms of relation to job success1110 using a scaling technique 

shown in Figure F-2. 

lOrbid., Appendix 3, p. 19 
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FIGURE F-zll 

Jon ANALYSIS BLANK FOR ELEMENT SELECTION 

RATER'S 
NA}IE & GRADE 
RATE RI S ----- -------------------
TITLE & INSTALLATION ____________________ _ 

JOB _____________________ GRADE ___ _ 

Barely To pick out Trouble likely Practicality. SxP 
acceptable suEerior if not Demanding . this 
workers worker considered element, we 

can fill 
Element 

No. 

1 

'.l.. -
__ 3_ 

4 

+ All good + Very + Much trouble +All openings 
J Some good important v Some trouble ./ Some opet'\1ngs 
0 Almost J Valuable 0 Safe to 0 Almost no 

none gooci 0 Does not · ignore openings 
differentiate 

As Primoff explains, "Elements are rated for the following 
four considerations: 

How important is the element for even barely acceptable work? 

How important is the element for superior accomplishment? 

How much trouble is likely if the clement were to be 
ignored in evaluatin~ applicants? 

How practical ia it to expect applicantR to be qunl 1 ficd 
in the element?l2 

llibid., p. 14 

12~., Appendix 3, p. 19 

7q 

Total Value 

S + T + SP 
- B - p 
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The procedure for analyzing the information supplied by the 

raters is briefly outlined in Figure F-3. 

FIGURE F-313 

"Summarizing Results for Selection of Hajor Elements 

1. Sumrnarizin~ Results for Each Rater 

2. 

3. 

Count each plus as 2, each check as 1, each zero as O. 

In the narrow column _ "S X P," at the right of the Job 
Analysis Blank, note for each rater the product of 
"Superior times Practical" for each item. For example, 
if a rater marked plus for Superior and check for 
Practical in an item, the product is 2 x 1, or 2. If 
a rater marked plus for Superior and zero for Practical 
in another item, the product is 2 x O, or O. 

Next, in the last column, Total Value, add the totals 
of Superior plus Trouble plus S X P, and subtract the 
values for Barely and for Practical •••• 

Summarizin~ Results for All Raters 

After each rater's results are summarized, add the 
Total Values for each element. 

The final Total Value for an element is the sum of 
the Total Values for all raters. 

Finding the totals can be done by placing the papers 
of the raters one over the other, offset, so that the 
columns to be added are next to each other •••• 

ChoosinB Set of Elements 

Choose the ten elements with highest total values. If 
it is obvious that two or more of the chosen elements 
are identical in meaning, choose the one with the 
highest value, eliminate the other or others, and 
choose additional elements so there will be ten 
elements in the final set." 

13rbid., pp. 16-17 
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The ten "major" job elements identified by this analysis are 

then further defined by the identification of their "sub-elements. 14 

Consequently, the elements may be refined to fewer than ten "major" 

elements. 

The sub-element components of each major element are deter

mined through a procedure that closely parallels the procedure for 

determining the "major" job elements. This sub-element procedure 

includes: 1) supervisory and/or expert worker identification of the 

sub-elements within each major element; 2) sub-element ratings; 

3) analysis of ratings; and 4) selection of the "major" sub-elements. 

The primary variations between the two procedures occur in the rating 

scales and the rating interpretations. 

Utilization of Results 

Five to ten Job Elements with their component sub-elements are 

identified as the most important elements for job success. The 

elements then are used as the content areas of the examination. 15 

The Job Element method of job analysis has a supplementary 

procedure for employee selection. This procedure of synthetic 

validation (the J-Coefficient) uses self-ratings or tests that are 

designed specifically for the element content areas. 

Evaluation 

Evaluation 

The Job Element method is dependent upon contributions of 

14Primoff uses Item Contents as the categorica l name for the com
ponents of a job element; however, for clarity's sake, we are 
using Primoff's explanatory label of "Sub-element", i.e., Item 
Contents (sub-elements). 

15Ibid., Appendix 3, p. 19 
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relevant information by expert workers and supervisors, and is 

therefore logically compatible with the content validity procedure 

while providing a sound foundation of information for examination 

analysis. However, the job element approach has some limitations 

when applied to the content validity procedure outlined in this 

manual. First, and most basic, is the fact that this method skips 

over the procedure of delineating job tasks and jumps right into 

the listing of "necessary skills" required for different levels of 

performance. This assumes, perhaps incorrectly, that all persons 

interviewed basically agree on what are the primary tasks on the 

job. In addition, the skipping of this initial step makes it very 

difficult to justify that a particular skill is job-related if it 

cannot be shown that it is necessary in order to do a particular 

task on the job. 

The job element analysis includes inferences concerning not 

only the knowledges, skills, and personal characteristics necessary 

for satisfactory_ job performance but it also includes inferences 

concerning aptitudes, interests, and attitudes. It is highly 

questionable that these types of inferences can be justified on a 

purely rational basis. Finally, the excessive use of complex 

weighting schemes and calculations tends to obscure the real issue-

the necessity for specifying the needed skills as tightly as 

possible as they relate to the tasks on a particular job. 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLES OF KNOWLEDGES, APTITUDES, SKILLS 

and 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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a, ......, 

ELEMENT CATEGORY 

Knowledge 

ELEMENT SUBCATEGORY 

Knowledge of food preparation 

Knowledge of cleaning 
t echniques 

SPECIFIC ELEMENT 

Knowledge of large volume 
food preparation methods 

Knowledge of short order 
cooking 

Knowledge of standard 
cleaning techniques 

Knowledge of hospital 
cleani°-_g t e chniques 

ELEMENT COMPONENT 

Knowledge of large volume 
salad making methods 

Knowledge of large volume 
desert making methods 

Knowledge of sandwich 
maki ng 

Knowledge of soup making 

Knowledge of wall washing 
methods 

Knowledge of wet mopping 
methods 

Knowledge of germicidal 
cleaning techni ques 

Knowledge of i solation room 
cleaning techniques 



CX> 
CX> 

ELEMENT CATEGORY 

Aptitude 

ELEMENT SUBCATEGORY 

Mechanical Aptitude 

Numerical Aptitude 

SPECIFIC ELEMENT 

Aptitude to learn 
functional components 
of small machines 

Aptitude to learn 
functional components 
of gasoline engines 

Aptitude to learn 
basic arithemetic 

Aptitude to learn 
advanced statistics 

ELEMENT COMPONENT 

Aptitude to learn to repoir 
washing machines 

Aptitude to learn to builj 
washing machines 

Aptitude to learn to r e;d~r 
automobile carburators 

Aptitude to learn to secv ... .::e 
power lawnmowers 

Aptitude to learn to add 

Aptitude to learn to multiply 

Aptitude to learn to do 
statistical tests 

Aptitude to learn to calculate 
exact probabilities 



0:, 
\Q 

ELEMENT CATEGORY 

Skill 

ELEMENT SUBCATE-30RY 

Numerical ability 

Writing ability 

SPECIFIC ELEMENT 

Ability to do basic 
arthimetic 

Abi.:ii ty to do advanced 
statistics 

Ability to write 
reports 

Ability to write novels 

ELEMENT COMPONENT 

Ability to add 

Ability to multiply 

Ability to do statistical 
tests 

Ability to calculate exact 
probabilities 

Ability to write clearly 
and concisely 

Ability to organize large 
amounts of information 

Ability to create fictional 
characters 

Ability to develop a story 
plot 



'O 
0 

ELEMENT CATEGORY 

Personal 
Characterieties 

ELE MENT SUBCATEGORY 

Empathy 

Reliability 

SPECIFIC ELEMENT 

Empathy for people who have 
not adjusted to society 

Empathy for employment 
problems of minority 
groups 

Reliable work attendance 

Reliable enough to main -
tain efficient work pattern 
with a minimum of super
vision 

ELEMENT COMPONENT 

Empathy for prison ir.m~t es 

Empathy for juvenile de l i n~ uents 

Empathy for employment JrDblems 
of Black Americans 

Empathy for employment ?roble~s 
of Mexican Ameri cans 

Punctuality 

Minimum absenteeism 

Reliable in perfor ming work 
that needs to be i one 

Reliable in carrying out 
instructions and directions 
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POSITION CLASSU'ICATION INTERVIEW ?~OC ... ..JU Iti: G JIDE 

A1 PREPARATION 

Obtain a completed position description questionnaire. This is part of the 
information gathering process. Adequate preparation reduces the time for 
interviews to a minimum. If the position description questionnaire 1s clear 
and complete and no verification is needed, un.1ecessary time is not spent 
discussing these things at the time of the inte::v:..ew. A"tempt to find O\...t 

what you are going to look for before you go to the aepart:nent. 

1. Review the questionnaire and accompanying corresponaence-identify 
the nature of any special problems. 

(a) Determine inconsistencies or matters requiring addi•i:1onal in.forma
tion or clarification and make a note of them if necessary. 

2. Identify and review pertinent occupational class specifications. 

(a) Distinguishing features for various occupational classes. 

(b) Typical_ duties and level at which they are performed. 

(c) Go out with an open mind. Preconceived no:ions as to what the 
proper classification should be are discouraged. 

3. Review pertinent materials. 

(a) Other studies in same organizational unit, particularly simila. 
jobs, or earlier studies of same position, and superior·or subor
dinate positions. 

(b) Occupational information. 

(1) Professional journals are helpful, particularly for training 
and experience requirements and terminology. 

(c) Related jobs in other departments. 

(d) Organization charts. 

(e) Other individuals who are familiar with the position, job, or 
occupational area. 

(f) Annual reports, Charter, or legal ref erenc1S.::. . 
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4. Make necessary departmental clearances (Personne.J .. Manager or Depart
men~ Head, Division Head, etc.) and make appointme,nt. 

· (a) Select appropriate and convenient -~_;me io-: dep~~ijlent. 
. ' 

(b) Select tirpe when the employee is actually perfori:r,rng job (this · is an 
important factor in recurring rather than continuous operations)·; but 
not when so busy that they can't take time to"'talk. Observation period 
may be needed in difficult situations in addition to interviewing employees. 

(c) Ask department to notify the employee that you wi.J. be coming out 
to conduct the classification interview, and at what time. 

a, CONDUCTING. INTERVIEW 

1. Introduce yourself where necessary. 

2. Discourage supervisor from participating in interview (if necessary), 
even if employee is unfamiliar with duties; talk to supervisor later. 

3. Put the employee at ease-let him know why you are there. 

(a) Avoid "third degree" methods. 

(b) Avoid challenging questionnaire or other statements directly-can 
frequently be avoided by asking for examples and judging them on 
their own merits. 

(1) If employees cannot remember examples of what they do, ask 
them to keep a record for the next few days. 

(c) Make opening questions the type that can be easily answered. 

4. Organize and direct the interview-usually in terms of what is easiest 
for the employee. (Chronological order of day's activities, following 
through a single operation to completion, etc.). 

(a) Attempt to follow outline on questionnaire. This also helps wr,e.-. 
dictating interview notes. 

(b) Try to keep the incumbents from going off on tangents. 

(c) If the employees cannot explain why they are doing something, a::-., 
them to pretend that they are teaching c. ,Kw employee the work. 

(d) You may have to explain to the employ~..::s that c\assification inter
views are only for the purpose of clanfyinc; queE>tto:maire, and yot.. 
are therefore not covering every little point. 
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5. Observe work samples and operations whenever possible. Watching an 
employee do something is more enlightening than having rum tell you 
about it; e.g. , reports and correspondence prepared, records posted and 
forms from which postings are made. 

(a) Identify type and complexity of tools, eqmp:nem anc.. machinery operated 
by the incumbent. 

(b) Identify type of information handled and what is done with it; what 
kind of information they get and how they get it. 

6. Obtain the employee" s idea of how he fits into unit-work flow-what ~s 
done before and after to information or material handled, records processed, 
etc. 

7. · Obtain the employee's idea of type of instructions recelved and the amoum 
of review. 

8. New procedures. 

(a) Whose idea? How far did he go on his own? How far can he go on 
his own initiative:? 

9. Review the regulations, procedural manuals, policy statements, etc. 
covering work to determine the amount of judgment and initiative required. 

10. Discuss specific examples wherever possible. Have employees go ~hrough 
operations wherev~r possible. 

11. Attempt to clarify conflicts in duties. 

12. Obtain specific information on borderline tasks and how they are performed. 

13. Keep in mind the analysis to be made and report s rn be z)re;:ia rea c,y you 
upon return, and be sure to obtain adequate inforrr.at.c:-. :o: tr.err,. 

~4. Clarify information on time percentages. Rev .. ew tho::. c: =>i10wn 0 ,1 ~:.c 
questionnaire in terms of: 

(a) How frequently tasks occur-daily, week ly, mo nthly. 

(b) How long, on the average, it take s each time. 

(c) How many a da y, week or month? 
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l S. · Who else in the office or unit performs the same work? Is it the incumbent' s 
regular job and others help when necessary or vice versa? 

(a) If you have a group of similar positions and you are doing only a 
sampling, make certain that incumbents whom you do not interview 
don't feel that they are being slighted. Seniority is a good excuse 
to use for talking to only certain employees. 

(b) Effect of volume and frequency on compiexity of work in terms of 
amount of assistance ~hat can reasonably be expected from supervisor. 

(c) Don't let an employee say 11 we" or "our"; have him identify h1s own 
duties. 

16. Utilize a supervisory or specialized check sheet where applicable. 

17. Be sure you know any professional terms you use. Use them correctly. 

(a) Keep a balance between "knowing it all" and having no familiarity 
with an occupational area. 

(b) ~f you d<;n't kno~,win employee is t.g.U~_tng.rJweMWbJ<.hJJ& 

C~. ~I)_lS_CUSSION WITH SUPERVISOR 

l. Give him opportunity to express himself. 

2. Verify amount of supervision, instruction and review of incumbent' s work 
only. Do not reveal any information given to you in confidence. 

3. Clarify organizational relationships, similar jobs, etc. 

4. If the incumbent was uncooperative, the best thing to do is go back to 
the supervisor and try to get more information; otherwise, explain that 
you' 11 have to base your findings on your interpretation of the question
naire. 

-:'J. THINGS TO AVOID 

1. Don't make an effort to hide notes that you take. 

2. :Uon 't put words in an employee's mouth; avoid questior • .;; that co.:. ;j...., 

answered only ·11 yes 11 or "no". 
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3. Don't attempt to take privileges that the employec:s .. n the operating 
department do not have. 

4. Don't suggest to the incumbent or supervisor what the final position 
classific:ation allocation will be. 

5. Don't promise any particular classification actions to any incumbent. 

6. Don't accept any special favors from anyone in the department. 
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POSITION DESCRIPTION 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 

Type of review: D Audit D Questionnaire 

POSITION NUMBER 

Payroll Number j Class Code 

Position Allocation Approved: Date 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE AGENCY PERSONNEL OFFICE 

Sequence No. 

By 

(a) Action Requested (Check appropriate box) 1. Name of D I ncumbentD Previous Incumbent D Vacant 
D Establishment of a new position. M-5 No. 
D Review of existing position. 2. Agency, Commission, Board 
D Updating of existing questionnaire. 
D Other 

3. Department, Division, Institution (if any) 
(b) Position number and class title of existing position 

4. Section, Unit (if any) 

(c) Classification requested 
5. Place of work (address) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INCUMBENT IN POSITION, IF POSITION IS VACANT. TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISOR 

6. What are your hours of work; are there any unusual conditions about I 7. Is your work □ Full time?□ Part time? If part time, state amount of 
shifts, rotation of shifts, travel, etc.? time worked. 

8. Have additional duties been given since position was last classified? I 9. Name and class title of your immediate supervisor: 
D Yes D No. If Yes, place an "X" beside new duties or responsi
bilities as described below. 

10. DESCRIPTION OF WORK: Describe below in detail the work you do. Use your own words and make your description so clear, that by reading this forn;i, 
anyone can understand exactly each duty and responsibility. NOTE: In time column, indicate % of time or hours of average work week spent on each 
duty, List most important duties first. 

TIME I WORK PERFORMED 

Describe any occasional and/or limited assignments given to you. 

(ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) 
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11. Give the name and class of position over which direct supervision is exercised. If more than five (5) employees, give classification and number 
in each class. If none, write "none". 

12. How long have duties been the same as described above? 

13. List any office or field equipment and machinery which is operated, or used by you in your work. Give percent of time spent in operation of 

each. 

14. What decisions are you permitted to make without reference to higher authority; what aspects are checked or reviewed by others; by whom? 

15. What kinds of errors in judgment or performance can you make in your work; what happens if you make such an error or mistake. 

16. What, in your opinion, is the most difficult part of your work? 

17. What, in your opinion, is the most important part of your work? 

18. Briefly, what is the general purpose of your work? 

19. What in your opinion are the disagreeable features of your work or surroundings? 

20. What is the extent of your contact with the general public or other agency personnel? 

21 . Roughly what proportion of your time is spent in Standing % Sitting % Moving about % Other % 
22. Indicate the supplies, uniform or equipment or other items, if any, which you furnish while performing the duties of your position at your own 

expense. 

23. 

24. 

List the allowances, if any, which you receive in addition to your base salary. If none, state none. 

(a) In your opinion, what education, special courses, subjects or other formal training are needed to start in this position? 

(bl What previous experience should a person have had to start to perform the duties of your position? 

(c) What additional working knowledge, in your opinion, must be acquired on the job by a person before he performs the duties of your position? 

(d) List the schooling and/or education you have. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Describe any other phase or features of this position supplementing the information included in this questionnaire. Include such 
comments on a supplementary record to be attached to this questionnaire. 

I certify that I have read the instructions and that the answers are my own and are accurate and complete. 

Signed (Signature of Employee) (Date) 
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IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR REVIEW OF JOB DESCRIPTION 
FOR POSITION REQUIREMENTS OR 

FOR CLASS REQUIREMENTS 

1. ------------------,-----,---,-,---------
(Employee's name : last, first, middle) 

2. ---------=-c------,,,--------,--,--,-------------
(Class ••Code No.) 

3._c=----,----,-=------------,-------=--------,---:-----:,----:-:--,--:--:---:-------c=:--:-.,------;-----------,,=-------:-:-----:---------=-=,--------;--:-c:--:--:-;---------
(Oepartment, Board, Commission or Institution) (Division) (Section) (Work Unit) 

4. Indicate in what respects, if any, the statements of the specific duties, responsibility, supervision and requirements are not cor
rect, insufficiently or inaccurately described by the incumbent under the existing organization and procedures. 

5. EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: 
(a) Minimum Education _______________________________ _ 
(b) Specialized Training _______________________________ _ 

(c) Experience:----------------------------------------

(d) Knowledges and skills required: ________________________________ _ 

(e) Licenses, certificates or registration required: -----------------------------
(f) Training period required: __________________________________ _ 

(g) Other abilities required 
-----------------------------------

6. SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 

7. FUNCTIONAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED: 

8. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
(a) Supervision exercised: 

(b) Materials and products: 

NOTE: Please fill cut reverse side: 

FORM M·2A 
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(c) Machinery and equipment: 

(d) Money: 

(e) Records and reports: 

(f) Personal Contacts: 

(g) Policy and methods: 

9. SKILL AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
(a) Mental skill: 

(b) Manual skill: 

(c) Physical requirements: 

10. WORKING CONDITIONS: 
(a) Surroundings and conditions: 

(b) Job hazards: 

11. Indicate sources of entry to this class, promotion to this class or promotion from this class. 

12·---------~-----~--------
Signature and title of immediate supervisor Date 

STATEMENT OF DEPARTMENT HEAD AND/OR ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

Comment on the above statements and indicate any inaccuracies or statements with which you may disagree. 

Date _________ Signature _______________ Title _________________ _ 

Date _________ Signature _______________ Title _________________ _ 



t. 

ILUNOIS 

JOB ANALYSIS Q,lESTIOITiffi.IBE 
F.OR PREP:-t0:.':2:8S IO:··.:.,, AND P,\r.J~

PROFESSIOiW.L JOB Cl.'.;'3SIFICA.':.:o:;s 
RESEARCH AND TEST DEV::.-:LOP:GIT J lV T.Sl-X: 

DEPARTMENI' OF PERSOI'il'm::, 
504 STATE OFFICE BUILD:Il;G 

217/525-5601 

'::. ::: ~,.;.:.formation you provide on this questionnaire will be used to .:.cterr.,::.;_ -
·"(s·., · ::c and selection requirements for this title. It will also rd.d in t::.:: 
-..:c~cri?tion of the duties and responsibilities of the title. T"nc::-c:'.::;re, it 
~~ v2ry important that the information you give is complete and accu.::-~te. 
You are to analyze the position in question, not the person occupying the 
position. 

Title to be analyzed: Filled out by Name : Date: f 
Agency: Division or Instit~tion: 

RATING INSTRUCTIONS 

"i'o-:- ma!lY of the following job elements, you should indicate the extent to 
·:-;-.. ich each is important or present to the job. 

SAMPLE RATINGS 

i 

1'0 rate a job element, place a check mark along the horizontal line below iv. 
l)o not place the check mark on the vertical lines. The re.ting below has o, :n 
done correctly. 

E~l.e: Knowledge of Simple Ari throetic 

Not 
Important 

1 ✓ 1 
Slightly 
Important Important 

Very 
· Important 

Extremely 
Important 

-·- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTE: The farther towards the right the higher the importance of the job elem..::-.t 

- in the example below, rating B is a higher rating tr.an A. 

E~mple: Knowledge of S~le Arithmetic 

Not 
. Important 

(1·-73) 

LJ 
Slightly 
Important 

l . 
Important 
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B 

/1 
Very 

J.mporta::-... ·;; 
E:c - :!mely 
Torp.:n·tant 



~atiaJ. & Mechanical Skills 

l. The estimation of the size of ob ects: refers to that ability of estimating 
how large long, wide, voluminous, etc.) an object is by seeing it but not 
exactly measuring it. Will an object fit in a. space of a. certain size? A 
glazier may estimate that a certaln pane of glass may fit into a certain space. 
This is a gross judgment. Exact measurement is another ability. 

Not 
Important 

Slightly 
Important Important 

Very 
Important 

Extremely 
Important 

2. Perceive the form of objects: this is the ability to perceive differences 
and details in shapes of things. It may involve seeing how parts are related 
to each other, as in seeing just where they are attached, or seeing which 
part is shaped wrong. It may be necessary to see the precise form of an ob
ject that is to be duplicated or inspected. We perceive forms of objects by 
eyesight, by touch, or through the use of mechanical. aids. Sometimes a worker 
who is looking at an object must translate that object into a blueprint or 
vice versa. Then he uses form perception in seeing the fqrm of the object. 

Not 
Important 

1-.. 
Slightly 
Important Important 

Very 
Important 

Extremely 
Important 

3. Understanding mechanical devices: is the kind of ability required of a machin
ist, for example: The complexity of the device should be considered, and al.so 
whether the worker must be able to repair and make a.djust~ents. Should the 
worker be sufficiently aware of the workings of the devic~ to prevent its being 
misused during his ordinary handling of the device in his: everyday work? 

Not 
Important 

Slightly 
Important Important 

Very 
Important 

Extremely 
Important 

4. Ability to estimate quality of objects: refers to ability to estimate not 
only how good but how bad the object is by looking or making gross measure
ments. How much work would be r~quired to bring it up to a certain standard? 

Not 
Important 

Slightly 
Important Important 
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48. Accountability for maintenance: is the employee in this position responsible 
for the maintenance of equipment or materials? yes __ no __ • If so, specify. 

49. Accountability for money: is the employee in this position responsible for ~ney? 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

6o. 

yes no • If so, specify amount. -- --

Education and Technical Training 

Following is a list of common college, technical school apd business school 
curricula. Please use the columns under the given codes to indicate by a 
check mark(✓), the mini.mum level you feel an applicant should have in each 
subject to be a suitable prospect for employment in this title. 

Please note that for many jobs the qualifications of a job apPlicant will be 
different from those possessed by an experienced employee. If a given subject 
could be substituted for another, be sure to check both at the appropriate level. 

NOTE: Only those subjects requiring some background for this title need be checked. 

2 yr. Tech School; 
High School ' Elem. College/ A. A. Degree; 
Course or Technical Colleger Minor; or 

Course 2 yr. Collep.:e 

Accounting 

Afro-Amer1ca.n studies 

Agriculture 

Air Conditioning 

Allied Health 

Animal Science 

Arc Welding 

Architectural Draf'ting 

Architecture 

Art 

Audiovisual Instruction 
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ILLINOIS 
J 03 l.J.U~YSIS QUESTior~AIRE 

i<.'.·R PRCFESSIONAL JOB CLASSIFICAT:c.1:S 
RESEARCH AND TEST DE1/ELOFMENT DIVISION 

DEPARTME!'i"T OF PERSCi.'U\":.:L 
-5o4 STATE OFFICE BUILDING 

217 /~;25-5601 

The information you provide on this questionnaire will be used to determine 
testing and selection requirements for this title. It will also aid in the 
description of the duties and responsibilities of the title. Therefore, it 
is very important that the information you give is complete and accurate. You 
are to analyze the poRition in question,~~ person occupying the position. 

Title to be analyzed: Date: 

Filled out by {Name): Title of person who fills this out: 

Agency: Division or Institution: 

RATING msTRUCTIONS 

I 

I 

For many of the following job elements, you should indicate the extent to wbicb 
each is important or present to the job. 

SAMPLE RATINGS 

To rate a job element, place a check mark in the appropriate box along the 
horizontal line. Do not place the check mark on the vertical lines. The 
rating below has beendone correctly. 

Example: Knowledge of Sim:ele Arithmetic • 

D 1 □ IP .I Bl D l □ I D JD I D 1 □ 
Not Slightly Very Extremely 

Important Important Important Important Im::>ortant 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTE: The farther towards the right the higher the importance of the job element 

- in the example be.low, rating B is a higher rating than A. 

ExWI.ple: Knowledge of Simple Arithmetic 
A 

I □ I c:ef1 □ I D 
......., I CJ 0 1 D D JD ru 

Not Slightly Very Extremely 
Important Important Impor~ant Important Important 

(3-73) 
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I Work rapidi.,: 
of work. 

this element is important when a position involves a large voluzc 

~ ,_ 

0 0 
Not 

Important 

D l 0 
Slightly 
Important 

□ l 0 
Important 

D l □ 
Very 

Important 

D D 
Extremely 
Important 

2. Learning ability: this refers to the ability to learn quickly or '.learn complex 
processes. 

D l D 
Not 

Important 

□ 1 □ 
Slightly 
Important 

D 1 □ 
Important 

D l Cl 
Veey 

Important 

LJ LJ 
Extremely 
Important 

3. The estimation of the size of ob ects: refers to that ability of estimating how 
large long, wide, voluminous, etc. an object is by seeing it but not exactly 
measuring it. 

l □ 1 □ l □ 1 □ l □ 1 □ l[]1 □ 1 □ 1 □ l 
Not 

Important 
Slightly Ve-ey Extremely 
Important Important Important Important 

4. Estimate the quantity of objects: this element is the ability to estimate 
quantity of a certain thing without counting. 

II l □ 
Not 

Important 

□ l □ 
Slightly 
Important 

D 1 □ 
Important 

D l [) 
Very 

Important 

0 I □ 
Extremely 
Important 

5. Perceive the form of objects: this is the ability to perceive differences and 
details in shapes of things. 

□ 1 □ 
Not 

Important 

□ 1 □ l □ 1 □ 
Slightly 
Important :Important 

□ 1 □ 
Very 

Important 

o l o 
Extremely 
Dnportant 

6. Ability to work with details: ·refers to both memory for and attention given to 
details. 

l □, □ 1 □ 1 □\ □ 1 □ L D _ _j __ g ___ _Ll] I 0 
Not Slightly Very Extremely 

Important Important Important Important Important 

l, 6, 10, ll, 12, 13 
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Codes: 

l - No background in this subject required. 
2 - Minimal exposure in this subject required. 
3 - Only an elementary college course in this subject required. 
4 - A college minor or equivalent in this subject required. 
5 - A college major or equivalent in this subject required. 
6 - A graduate school degree in this subject required. 

NOTE: You may leave the first (1) column blank where applicable. Only those 
subjects requiring some background for this title need be checked. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
·No Bo.ck- Minimal Elem. College College Graduate \ 
_grOlln.d Exposure College Minor Major School i 

Course Deeiree l 
Accounting 

. . 
Afro-American Studies 

' A,q:riculture 
' I Animal Science 

; 

Antnropolo~ I 
I 

J..rchi tecture I 
I 

I 

/--.rt I 
-· 

Art History I 

I 

I 

Astronomv ' I 
I 
I 

Audiovisual Instruction I 

I 
I 

Bacteriolo~ I 

I 

BiolotzV 
I 
' Botani 
I 

Business Administration 

B~siness Education i 
' 

Business Law 

Chemistrv I 
I 

I 
Cb.ssics ' ..... - .__. __ -- --- -·-··-- ------ --··-- - I 
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1 
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_.,. - · "-· ._.,,._,_,...._.,,'-, "' .L--~-CJ.J.e/ ~.:..;.) ~:Ulle§tlloiili:a&ftre (1P PA Q) 

-~n··-~~. 
Occ1..1:..,1..rt.l.onal Rcsoo.rch Ccnte:a.· 

Dc:pu1·tine:..1t of PzycholoGY 
Pu1·due University 

:&nest J. !-~~Conric~t, E1.D.; P. R. Jeanneret, Pl1.D.; and Robert C. Mecham, Ph;D. 

f.?2.~ ?i: r "':!£2.£. 

• Thie (lU.:).::ri~icr •. n;:.i.:i:c is u:::2d for describing ce:::-t:iin job c.cti vi ties and certnin aspects 
· · of si·ct:..:l.tio1i.s i:1 ul~ich jobc are performed. E~fore beginning a job uno.lycis' using 

·this c~J;.;:;:;tio;-;.2:1._ . .!.,.~0, co.::'.'efully :a.·...:nd the cxplanatq:ry mr.ri:.2riul which follows. Once you 
ha.ve the inst1·uctions clcn.rly in mind, read t~u-ough the remainder of the questionn.uire 

\,,_ ,,t to f3.ID.iliu.ri.;e yot.:::i.·:::eL:' with its contents. ' 
! •. -... ~\•'' 

·(• 

· . . Ai'tcr you ur.clcJ.·~t c.:.:.d wh:i 'c is requL.·cd., :rou should f~.miliurize yourself' with the job 
: you ~'.i.."8 goiil2 to ~.nc.lyzc (in tl1r..: event t11is h.'.ls not ulready been done)~ In this 

connectim1, it i.:: ~uce;esteJ. ti1:::.t you tc.1Jt to the ,-roxke:r o.nd/or supervisor e.bout 
wha. t tnc wo:;.,•}-c:t ~oc::i, end \1atch hi:;;:;. y;e:rform ~s r.w.ny as-pects of the job as possible. 

.· In uddit~o~ you m~y find it helpful to ask the ~ork~r a:nd/or his , supervisor. questions 
i:;·. similo,r to those found in the q_ucstionno.ire. ,;,.:" ~- ·t ;,. :· 

} i ·~ . '(V. ~ • 

0;-:r.:anizatlon ££ the Q.uest~.onno.il·e 

~l:he l:;_ucst:.or.a1.1c.i:.:~ is d.ivick:d into the six nu,.jor divisions listed below. In ·addition 
to tr,e d.i -rlzio;,: t1. tl(:G, (.·. ''<..:.ucstion" is include cl. w:i'lich you cJ.:i keep in mind when 
goirL~ t:-.rc\.:.3h c~ch cli vi;:;ion . 

i,I; 

DIV!&~C:1D: 

l. :rnfo:;.--;:· :c.:.on Irr :.ut (~·ihc:..'c and how does the worker get the information that he 
u.:,cs in l)c.::;,.~fo1·.;.ing his job?) Pages 1-4 

2. ?- ::::1:t.2 l ?:.• ,-.:; cc::1;:;c s (i;]hc.t rea::;oning, decision-ma.king, :planning, &nd information 
~,rocc:;:;;:;in.::; _a.c'ci vi tics nrc involv(;d in perfo:...aing the job?) Pages 5-8 

? 
J• TT,-,,, , , 0 ;.' , .. ., 1, (r,:-,.~,J. ···',yri C"'l • -,-' ·1.· v.; .;., ''"" 

,. ~ .. ~.•'1•', I ~ ... _ ... ,U •J ....... '-l-""-- ........ 1., -"".L.~.., 
-o-,-;;,.,:;,-,: ,-7"""don~ ·1-,,.- U '">?) -J- ·r· " 8 ~3 - ..__ \j_"""'-""' '--i:, ·- ..,_. •"-Ll,!:)L.i;:, - ... 

does the worker pc:rr"orm ar.d what tools 

l~. l'.::l-.~:~~•.:•.':!1 '.:2?. ~J:~-12. .C':~~1er Pc~~ns (1-fn.:.t relc.tionships with other people are 
:.. ' ·l<i : ··_::. :;.,1 p0rfo:..-~11ing the job'?J P.:.GCS 14-17 

5. ,fo};, Co:·.-:·,e: :d: (In W(,(fG :phyaico.l and ::.ociul contexts is the work performed'/) 
·;j-:--:: . . --::--.- ;--::.:·o-
• """"u \,,...., .._._,-'-

01' r : ·-:1r•·f' ··-·. •"'h ··,•·•s• r. •:•r.·••) ,,. .,. 1 C"' (r.;,.., .,,.. '"'c·'• ·•v1· t·, "'S co1~,:,i·t1.· 01·•·· o·~ ch"'r-i ctc·,.1· c,'· ic•" • \.,,\,, • •• ,./, I '- -', .\.• 1, , . ,\1 ,, w-•• ll,,. • • J o , j.J,(t,,,,l,,W U \..I..L. .J.'\;;' ,J,\.A, ....... , L \.A,~ ..Ir,, ...:;,L, i,,,) 

c..-chc:;..• t.1;..a ·;,no~e d~::.c::d'bcd ubov~ u:..·e :i.0 0lcv~nt to the job?) P.:iscs 20-25 

?. ·.:,:.::-ed u:·.ie::;,.• p~:ovL,:.ons o i' Office ol.' 1:::-v.:.l Research Cont~act 1fo.::..• llCO (28), 
n.:..:.... -.,:c.t: Re:scn:..·ch '.?0~1C.:r~io:a Contract Ro. 4497. 

C. • v···1· r;'n+ r., 1,,,,..· ·-·· r ·,, ••• d .. ·~ R,.., ,41;..: •• -·.J. ·•'o· una'a,•-{o•·· 

,·· , 

·,,, 

~-. 1,.,.. _ .. .,,,._ 0 V V ./ ""' .... ... -~..L l.41,,,.; \\,,;~t.!u...t.. - 1. - 4 1,#.L, ... 

( Fc:rm B, 5-69) :, 
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FO~I'i'IOH Ai''.i\LYS . 3 <WESTIOHi\AIEZ (FAQ.) 

Occupation.s . Hcsee.rch Center 
Departmer., of Psycholot;;y 

Pm-due Uni vci·si ty 

I 
.(~ ·,· 

Job 'l'itlc(s) _______________ _ C~·genization -----------------
I:a..-;ie of 
E;;;plu::,rcc (o:ption.:tl ) ___________ _ D::)purtBcnt;/Ur.1.i t ______________ _ 

t !\~1·son Co~lctin3 

,, 
' 
(.· 

' f' 

,/': 

Q.uestion."'l...:...:..:.·0 ___________________ 'l'i tle ________________ _:Date ______ _ 

, 
..I.. 

1.1 

TI\~0:-'J:~~IO:I r:·T:_;u~ 

,Sou1·c8:J o.f ,J.')b In.fo:,:,i;~.tion ---

Code Extent of Use (U} 
Does not apply 
Nominal/very i~frequcnt 
Occasional · · 

R~te ea.ch of the :following itcns in terms of the 
extent to which they ai~c used by the worker 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Moderc.te 
Considerable 
Very substantial 

::s sow.·ce:, ol' ini'or1na-cion in p•::::..·forming his job. 

.l 

2 

3 

l~ 

5 

r 
0 

7 

8 

1.1.l V.i.su:u Sou;,.•ces of Job Informatio;i 

'• J t::_ 
j 

l~ 
t 
:~r 

I 
I 
l Fj 
j-
1 
J 

,:J 

·r \_u _ 

i!l_ 
' 
I 
!u 
,-

l'l ... ·itteri rc.2.turiuls (book::;, reports, office notes, articles, job ins tructicns, 
~igas, etc.) I 

I 

C:aw'1.tiL·.~;ive r.:::::terio.ls (materials which d.cal with quantities or umounts, such 
2.s Gr..:.i)hs, o.8cou:r~.s, s1x~cificatior.s, tables of numbers, etc.) 

:?ic-~:J.:..·icJ_ r.:::.tc·l.~l·s [-.:;::_c·~u.res oi· })icture-like materials used as sourc~s of 
ir..:::'6::.:~u:2.tica, fo::: ox~;:;;lc, dl·m-r,;.ng,~, blueprints, clifagrams, maps, tro.cings, 
r,11::rtozr,:t~)hic fiJ.ms, X-ray films, ':V pictures,· etc. ) 

i'::t"~~::_0 ::-~s/J:cL·t.cd d~vices (ternplutes> stencils, pattcrno, etc., used as 
:.::oL·_-·l.' i;;J of .::.n,.\n·:,:d.!,ion when observed dUl·ing use; do not include here m.o.teriaL: 
dezcl•ib<;d in item 3 above) -- · ' -..-

,;i::m:,l di;;.;~)1!•.ys (dio.ls, ca.ugcs, signal lights, radar scopes, speedometers, 
CJ.--~:,~ ,,"·c ) 

.._;....,..._.._.:.,, ~ \.ti • 

:· ... ·:---<...,c· (..,-, ,, ... - t ---1• 1 .---· r·"' c·'lJ.'"0""rr. t1· ... ,,,, .,,_.,."'"~"''e r,,.,urc'" sc...,l"'" thi'ckness _ .. _ . ....... L .. -4.r. J .. ._ ........... , ,..., \- ~'-' ,-.J:, ~,. .t•~ ._,, -'-- :::1.s..\_;,;1..J"-">"""- u'-'"' ..:.., ..:,' u \.:..>' 

:~---•-' ,::::::;, p.:J_;C.::\, t.;,;:.,; UiC::i."l7JCme:te::-s, r,::..·otr.:.1ctors, etc. , used to ob to.in vi suc:l 
j_: .. :..'c:,:;.·,u:::Gion t,'.Jcut. :physic.:.l n:ez.:-;urcru.e:uts; do not include here devices describe.., 
:i.ri itb.:r. 5 ~·uove) 

:.-:!ch,1n::.cnl devices (tools, C:quipru,:mt, mo.chlne:cy, and oth0r med,unical device;:; 
,,:,iich a::-e 2=~~~-:2 of inr'ormG.tion when 01:>serv<!cl d1.u.~i:ig use or operation) 

~ . .-~~:~io.ls i:.-1 p:r-oce:zs (:p:i:..• G,s, mo..te:i.'icl.s, object~, etc., which are .sourc\~.'.:: of 
j_~.l'o1·..r • .:·.tio;1 11hen b(!iDG r,:odified, worked on, o:r othe:;.--wise pi·ocessed, such as 
b::c.:-,d. d.Ol.tS,.'1 beinz mixed, wo:rl~1,iccc bc::.ng turned in a lai.he, fa.bric being 

• ~ _._ C, ,-_ , · ., ? (T • C"' - ,,.\ ' • ') Cli.~, ~~C~ U~-DQ rCuOi~a, e~C., 

~-~2~)·:,_:;-..:;d U.f,d.;·:l' i~:20v·l.c.tc: ; of Ofi'ic~ of i\UY'-".l RGsearch Cont1~uct Nom· 1100 (28), 
:. ,: . c.~li.e ::.::-~s(;c.:.:ch :.-\.:-1..u.d-:.-.:.ion Coi:..·t;1·J.ct 1-:0. L;l.;.97. · 
·.,' '·, :,·,o· •~ l' 5· _.< 9) 
-·•--., ,J. -.1,l LI' V 

"-~ 
Copyri2:11t © l~~:) by Pt.1; ·cl.uc nece:ru.·ch Foundation 
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-~■■!!· IOWA MEfllT IWLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
GRfMIS STATE OHtcE IUIUHNG 

( AH FOUltTHNTH I GltANO DES MOfNlS , IOWA ,OJ11f WORK LOG 

Your Name: - ----------------
Your Merit Classification: 

How Long Have You Been 
in This Classification: 

----------------

Date and Time Date and Time 
Log Began ____________ _ Log Conclude d ___________ _ 

Date Time Activity (Write Down Exactly What You Did 
During This Period of Time ) 

8:00 A.M. 

8:15 A.M. 

8:30 A.M. 

8:45 A.M. 

9:00 A.M. 
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TLE SMOG METHOD 

Level of Reading Ability 

For many positions there are standard forms, booklets, or 

journals that an inctDilbent must be able to read and comprehend. In 

the course of a job analysis, samples of these forms should be ob

tained. McLaughlin (1969) has proposed a simple readability forrmla 

called SMOG grading. Applying this method to a sample of material 

that must be read by an employee in this position makes it possible 

to determine the grade level of reading comprehension required to 

perform the necessary tasks. The SHOG index is computed as follows: 

1. Count 10 consecutive sentences near the be5inning of 
the test to be assessed - 10 in the middle and 10 near 
the end. Count as a sentence any string of words ending 
with a period, question mark, or exclamation point. 

2. In the 30 selected sentences, count every word of three 
or more syllables. Any string of letters or ntunerals 
beginning and ending with a space or punctuation mark 
should be counted if you can distinguish at least three 
syllables when you read it aloud in context. 

3. Estimate the square root of the number of polysyllabic 
words counted. This is done by taking the square root 
of the nearest perfect square. For example, if the count 
is 95, the nearest square is 100 which yields a square of 
10. If the count lies roughly between two perfect 
squares, choose the lower number. For instance, if the 
count is 110, take the square root of 100 rather than 
that of 121. 

4. Add three to the approximate square root. This gives 
the SMOG Grade, which is the reading grade that a person 
must have reached if he is to understand fully the text 
assessed. 

It is to be understood that SMOG Grades 13-16 indicate the need for 

college education; 17-18, the need for graduate training; and 19 and 

above, the need for a higher professional qualification. Test con

tent or educational requirements should not exceed those required 

by the job. 

121 



1 
IHE_ELE.SC.H_METHOD 

(Based on the average sentence length and word length to determine reading easP.., 

The formula used in the Flesch procedure: 

1 

R.E. = 206.85 - .846 wl + 1.0155 sl. 
wl = the n11mher of syllables per 100 words. 
sl = the ~verage sentence length. 
R.E. = reading ease. 

1. Determine average sentence length. Count the total number of sentences 
and the total number of words. Divide the total words by the total 
sentences. Count complete thoughts as sentences. Consider phrases 
separated by colons or semi-colons as sentences. 

2. 

If the exam is too long, pick three samples at the beginning, middle, 
and end of the exam. Make samples as close to 100 words as possible, 
but only include complete sentences. Divide the total number of words 
in the three samples by the total number of sentences therein. 

Determine word length. Count the number of words and then the number 
nf syllables. Divide the number of syllables by the total number of 
words and multiply by 100. 

Count syllables as they are pronounced, e.g.,"$" '. = two syllables, 
"1968" = five, "two and one-half"= four. Exams with excessive numeric-:tl 
components will over-emphasize thP. reading compl~~ity; therefore, in 
samples with large amounts of numbers, eliminate 'the numerical terms 
and replace them with an appropriate number of words. Always maintain 
samples with 100 words or terms. 

If the exam is long, use samples of 100 words. Add the numher of 
syllables in each sample and divide that total by the number of 
samples. The final result will be the number of syllables per 
100 words. 

3. Plug the results of sentence length and word length into the formula 
to find the reading ease score. 

Reading ease will be a score ranging from O (very diffi cult) to 100 
(very easy). Using the following table, the reading Pase score can 
be converted into a grade level score. 

READING EASE SCORE GRADE LEVEL 
90 - 100 5 
80 - 90 6 
70 - 80 7 
60 - 70 8 & 9 
50 - 60 10 &. 12 
30 - 50 13 & 15 College 

0 - 30 College Graduate 

Rudolf Flesch, Art of Re_c!da.ble __ Writing_, (Collier Books: New York), 1949. 12 



~ 
'lllE FORBES&_ COl'TLE METHOP 

Forbes' method uses the Thorndike Century Junior Dictionary as a s t andard for 
the measure of vocabulary difficulty. The Dictionary rates words on the basis 
of their usage. 

Procedure: 

2 

1. Choose three 100 word samples as in the Flesch system. The 
examiner must use his discretion and l ook up any word he deems 
difficult. Any word to which the dictionary assigns a we i ght 
of four or above, must be counted as a difficult word and the 
weight recorded. Words with weights bel ow four are "easy" and 
need not be recorded. 

2. Add the total of all the weights for each 100 word sample. 
Add the totals for each sample t ogether and divide by 300. 
This gives an average weight for the words in the samples. 

3. Convert the average from step two to a grade l eve~ score by 
using tbe following table . 

INDEX OF VOCABULARY 
DIFFICULTY GRADE LEVEL 

1.4510 and up College 
1. 2510 - 1. 4509 12 
1. 0510 - 1. 2509 11 

.8510 - 1.0509 10 

.6810 - .8509 9 

.4510 - .6509 8 

.2510 - .4509 7 

.0510 - .2509 6 

.0509 and below 5 

Fritz W. Forbes and William C. Cottle, "New Methods of Determining Readability 
of Standardized Tests," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1953, Volume 37, pp. 185-
190. 
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\ POSITION DESCRIPTION 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

IOWA ·MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 

J ., ' j ,_. 

FEB 1 4 1973 
POSITION NUMBER 

Payroll Number I Class Code 

/S:o- 77S- 2.-ZO.D r- oogo'f-
Sequence No. 

I 
Position Allocation Appn;,ved: Date By 

J"_yQ_e_QfLE!'llt1w: D Audit estionn~lre 
=r= ,s;-;z., /73 <..?'" 

i 
D 
D 

l"Q BE COMPLET__f;!) BY THE A 

Action Requested (Check appropriate box) ~ 1. Name of Ill Incumbent□ Previous Incumbent □ Vacant 
Establishment of a new position. M-5 No. 11 I '1 'l 1---.,._..,....=D:.::i=:::;;;::=-..=.;...::,......=:..::~a•.::;=•:.::s=----------------~ 
Review of existing position. 1 J"' :; Agency, omm1ss1on, Board 
Updating of existing questionnaire. 1Clllf'& lml>lo~nt. Security Commission 
Other 

(bl Position number and class title of existing position J,S-O · ?15"· 
Em\'\~~ ~,E:.L.ve.,,-~ :U.,oo· ovEK>i 

3. De2artmen1, Division~!Jution (if anyl 
1owa stat• 1oYment service 

4. Section, Unit (if any) ... 
(cl Classification requested 

~ Place of work i<!.ddress) V'Y\o,..-..fo.,.,..,ey ~'t,C..• I 00~o'i 7u~•B North Main. Charles 50616 
N POSITIONLIF POSITION IS VACANT. TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISOR 

6. .What are your hours of work; are there any unusual conditions about J 7. Is your work Ill Full time?□ Part time? If part time, state amount of 
shifts, rotation of shifts, travel, etc.? time worked. 

Boun Worked; 8 :00 AH to 4 s30 1M 
Monday tbru Priday 

8. H1111e additional duties been given since position was last classified? I 9. Name and class title of your immediate supervisor: 
q . . Yes □ ~o. If Yes, place an "X" beside new duties or responsi- v.n .. e u"llard Ma111• ... er I 
b1ht1es as described below. ..,.. ~ • -

10. DESCRIPTION OF WORK: Describe below in detail the work you do. Use your own words and make your description so clear, that by reading this for,v, 
anyone can understand exactly each duty end responsibility. NOTE: In time column, indicate% of time or hours of average work week :~nt on each 
.dJm'..-1Jl1_1l'lQ11lmi:>_orm,t_QJJJies first 

TIME I WORK PERFORMED 

251 Apg,11.cation 'h~&a&• Thie involve■ ahowtng indivicluala how to fill out applications and 
in some cu•a11ling,out the application. When checking over the application obtain 
such iafomattcm •• education• training, sktlla, knowledge■ aad abilities.-work 
aperience, etc. Cheek for apecial information such as physical disabilities, date of 
i11C11rreace1 cause, whether c011dition is pft)gresaive or static, physical limitations. 
a.cord type of work wanted or any they would be willing to accept, hours they are 
available (full time, part time), what area they prefer work in etc. After recording 
all neee&eary information aaaign a D.O.T. title and code in the field or fields they 
want to work. Check local file anc1 clearance orders iD for openings in their field. 
lf cluring the interview I feel they need counaelin~h training, etc.• I would refer or 

t tho afi'ltG.aat up with an appoil\tment to••• another person who could handle the 
~ttuatf.on. It uy be necessary to nfar a pnaon to another agency. 

81 ll!e:mJ.e: lecord any changes on appUc:attoo. such as addreae and telephone change, 
training, edueatf.on, etc. Change J>.O.T. title and code if necessary. 

SI l,lpb·Bag Bqols,a lhow applicant.Job Bank book which haa U1ting1 of jobs :l.n our area. 
Check with central control before r•ferrtna anrone to make 1uee order ia still open. 
'lf opea, make out referral card and ai va to applicant. 

15' lamer Xakua• Wot-k with employers who call in an order or cane directly to th• office. 
Obtain•••••••• necessary infOl'!bation at.aeh aa employers or company name, addnaa, 
penou to•••• telephone number• how to get to employers place of buaf.nesa, when to 
apply ad job lum:Dal!'J• 'l'h• job autllllary includes a description of work to be performed, 
equipment operated, workiug conditions. Job sumoary alao includes physical requirement 

education and training required, experience needed 
rate of pay, houra of work and betlllfita the employer has, etc. After this information 
f.a obtallled a b.O.T. title and code is applied to the order. The order is written up 
and transmitted to Waterloo to be put out in the area thru job bank. 

(ATTACH ADDITIONAL SH!:ETS IF N!:CESSARY) 

P'ORM M • ZR MERIT EMPLOYMENT COPY· CLASS FILE 120 
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IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 

SUPERVISOR REVIEW OF ,JOB DESCRIPTION FEB 1 ,,; ,··r· 

FOR POSITION REQUIREMENTS OR 
FOR CLASS REQUIREMENTS 

1. Dianne K. Boggeas 2. Interviewer Aide 
(Employee"s name: last, first, middle) (Class ••Code No.) 

3. Iowa Bmplo)'11lent Security Commission, Iowa State Employment Service. Charles City 
(Department, Board, Commission or Institution) (Div;sion) (Section) (WorJ< Unit) 

4. Indicate in what respects, if any, the statements of the specific duties, responsibility, supervision and requirements are not cor
rect, insufficiently or inaccurately described by the incumbent under the existing organization and procedures. 

Statements are correct. 

5. EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: 
(a) Minimum Educatio~ H .s. graduate pluo business college or experience . 

6. 

7. 

(b) SpecializedTraining Courses in statistics. sociology, psychology. numan personality, 
business machines. would be useful. 

(c) Experience: 6 months public relations experience 

(d) Knowledges and skills required: _ _,,,.Ty~p_,,,.ing~ ____________ _.;_ __________ _ 

None (e) Licenses, certificates or registration required: -·-----------------------------
(f) Training period required: _ __,61,L_Jmo-n__,,t,..h ... s'---------------------------

(g) Other abilities required _Ability to cooperate• prepare reports I meet the pubUc,. accept: 
change and organize work. 

SUPERVISION RECETVED: Superr.i.81on• generally at staff meetings on goals and objectives 
of agency. Employee performs ha work well and decisions include selection and 
referral of applicants to jobs. Position is reviewed and evaluated on an annual basis. 

FUNCTIONAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED: Administrative training for new programs or techniques 
implemented. Local office training usually monthly on current or updated information 
on programs. 

8. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
(a) Supervision exercised: None 

(b) Materials and products: Is respona111e for ordering and keeping inventory of euppliea. 

NOTE: Please fill out reversP. side: 

FORM M•2A 
MERIT EMPLOYMENT COPY - CLASS FILE 130 
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249 ENCAPSUl,ATOR 

11lot; m<>n<>11Tam-m..-hlne op,-ral<>r. Op1•rotrs mn- EM F:RY-WHEF.I. OR ESSER (Rny Incl.) 1tt GRIN DINO· EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER (prole<.•. & kin .) 
,e to emhrol<ier or stltrh lettrrln~, emhtems, nncl WnF.F.L ))RF.s.sF.n. 11-Contlnuorl 
igns on knltlerl ~nrments or m•tnrlnl: Dips pleC<' of EMF:RY-WH F;F:L MOLOER (abrn,slvc & polish. ltlrs nnrl 1,r•p~resarlmls.slon summ,.ry hl\.sc•,I on rlnln 
rlr, slmllnr to rhN'srdoth, Into 11<'1<1. PlnC<'s pnpor pr0<I.) ue ARRAAIVE•WIIF.F.L MoLnF.R. ohtnlnrcl. F.xpl11tns prison rules n11CI rr~ulntlons. 
1r Inked rlrsilM on fabric ru1rl rubs with slick to EMPLOYEE-OPEnATIONSEXAMINER(r.r.trans.) EMPLOYMENT RF:PRE/lF.NTATIVE (profes.,. & 
1sfrr design from pnfl('r to fabric pnttrrn. Selects 166.268. rulee cramlner; aysteme-rulee examiner. In· kin.) ,ee EMPLOYMF.NT INTF.RVIEWF.R I. 
• nnd rolor of thread. Pl=s embroidery design pat- terprrts and explains railroad rules, regulations, and EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR (p,rofcs.s. & kin .) •rt 
, on ~armrnt or material to be decorated nnd embrol• prOC('dures to railroad employees to keep them abreast MANAGER, EHPLOntF.NT. 
s thnmth fabric patt~rn onto garmrnt. Scorche• of additions, deletions, and amendments. Conducts EMPTY-HOGSHEAD WEIGHER (tobacco) 224.5A7. 
rir pattern v.itb hot Iron nnd prels It from embrol- cln.ssroom discussions to encourage employee partlclpa- Weighs empty hogshead or tohncco boxes anrl recorrls 
'I'd Rr1lcle. Inscribes names freehand on garments lion. May administer anrl grade promotional examlna• weight on container or ticket: Pushes or lifts rmpty con
I slltche! o..-er markings. Sews patches, lnshrnlas, lions. talners onto scales and reads wrl~ht lnrllrntor to detcr
leltrrs on dothlng, acrordlng to customers' ordrrs. EMPLOYEE-SERVICE OFFICER (profess. & tin.) mine wright. Records wright on contalnrr.i or ticket. 
,y be designate<! RCCOrdlng to type of work done as aee DIRECTOR, WELrARF.. Staplrs ticket onto container. May line rontalnrrs with 
om Nnl!IERER (tntlle); FuttrFASIIIONED-HOSE EMPLOYEE-SERVICE SUPERVISOR (any Ind .) paper [PACKAGER, IIAND (any Incl.)]. 
IPROIDER'!:.R (hosiery); LETTERER (garment). When IU TIENEFITS-AND·SERYICE-RECORDS SUPERVISOR. EMULSIFICATION OPERATOR (oils & frlL•l let 

•ratlnc embroidery machine to eew tape or bradlng EMPLOYEE-UTILIZATION OFFICER (profess. & CHEMICAL OPERATOR (chem.) IT . 
prment to form embroidery drslgn, may be deslg• kin.) IU MANAGER, EMPLOYMENT. EMULSION OPERATOR (chem.) ltt MAKE-UP MAI<. 
led TI01''NAZ·MACRINE OPERATOR (garment; trim. & EMPLOYMENT CLERK (clerical) 205.368. Inlet'• EMULSION OPERATOR, FIRST (chem.) IU C n
,mp. art goods); CORDER (garment; trim. & stamp. riewer; reception lnterriewer. Interviews applicants STORAGE·AND-MATERIALS-MAKE·UP OPERATOR, llf.\D . 
, goods). for employmrnt and processes application forms: Inter- ENAMEL BURNER (furn.) 1ee OvF.N TESnER 

CLOCK • MACHINE OPERATOR (hosiery) views applicants to obtain Information, such as age, ENAMEL CRACKER (Jewelry) au PULVERIZER. 
dock.,,.; clocklnc-machlne operator; dock tender. marital status, work experience, education, training, and EN AM EL DIPPER (any inrl.) tte DIPPER. 
Operates machine similar to SO\\ing:machlne to sew occupational Interest. Informs applicants of company ENAMEL DRIER (plumb. supplies) ue F.:<AMF.LF.R. 
clock (decorath-e design or strip) on side of men's employment policies. Refers quall0ed applicants to ENAMELER (hoot & shoe) au INKER. 
SO<'ks: Tums sock ln.<lde out and folds It where employing official. Writes letters to references Ind!- -- (Jewelry) 740.884. Applies dcrorative ennmel to 
clock Is to br ~wed . Inserts folded sock Into feed• cated on application or telephones agencies, such as jewelry articles, such as pins, carrln~s. lnslgnln, onrl 
Ing merhanlsm and depresses pedal to start machine credit bureaus and ftnanoe companies. Flies appllca- award medals, using hnndtools anrl electric oven: Cleans 
that feeds sock through sewing mechanism. Cuts lions forms. Compiles reports for su()l)rvlsors on ap- jewelry In baths of acid and water, Rm! scrubs surfaces 
thread to remove sock. Replaces spools of thread pllcnnts and employees from personnel records. May with brush. Mixes ground colored ennmrl nnrl rllstllled 
and threods nt>edle of machine. review credentials to establish eligibility of appllrant water, according to spcclllcntlons. Applies enamel of 

\IBROIDERY-M A CHINE OPERATOR (garment) In regard to Identification and naturalization. May various colors to deslgnRted arr1111 of Jewelry to form spec-
, under SE.,..ING·MAcnrnE OPERATOR, SPECIAL EQUIP· telephone or write applicant to Inform him or acocptance lftcd design, using spatula or pick. l'lBCl's mrt1\l tmy 
.m. or rejection for employment. May administer aptitude, containing Jewelry In electric oven to melt l\nrl fu."1 
- (\nit goods) ue under SEWING-MACHINE OPERA• pcrsonnllty, and Interest tests. May compile pel'llOnnel enamel to Jewelry. Immerses Jewelry In baths of nclcl 
•R, SPECIAL EQt'lPMENT (any Ind.). ...,..i;i:~~..l,l;,'.11~1:1.illilf.~~~ ........... _______ ~-. and water to remove oxide scale. Rubs cnnmelrcl sur-
MBROJDERY-MACHINE-OPERATOR HELPER faoes with abrasive stone to smooth and remove r1cess 
nr lod.) 787.886. ■wia•mac:hln-■tor helper. I. 166.268. emploJment repr-nt■tln;Job lntenlew«; enamel. Reheats enamel In oven to produce luster. 
!!Slsts EMBROIDERV-MAC!tl'!<E OPERATOR by arranging penionnel lntenlewer. Interviews Job applicants In -- (leather mfg,) let LEATIIER COATER. 
ocklngs or other articles to be embroidered on special employmmt agency and refers them to prospective -- (plumb. supplies) 505.884. enamel drier. Sprays 
rms: Replaces and threads needles of machine when employers for consideration: Records and evaluates such finish coat of enamel onto caatlron sanitary uni ta, sucb 
•oessary. Remo"es embroidered pieces from forms Information as Job experience, education and training, aa batht~bs (\nd sinks, and bake., unit to provide perma-
1d bundles them according to slr.e. Performs other skills, knowledges and abilities, physical and personal nent flnbh: Preheats unit by wheeling It Into furnace, 
utles a., described under llELPER. quallftcatlons, and other data pertinent to classlftcatlon, using steel fork mounted on overhead conveyor. Ob
MBROIDERY PATTERNM AKER (ret. tr.; whole. l!l'lectlon, and referral. Se:lrches application ftles, notlftes serves color of unit through window In furnace to deter• 
. ) 711%.381. Draws designs 00 tracing paper and trans- selected applicants of Job openings, and refers quallfted mine when desired temperature has been reached. Re
n tbem onto cloth to provide guide for ~mbroldery: applicants to prospective employers. Contacts employ- moves unit from furnace and sprays powdered enamel 
~etcht's patterm 9,ith pencil, selecting or creating ers to verify re!eJ'TBI results and records data. May over It, using pneumatic gun. Returtlll unit to furnace 
!signs approved by customer. Guides pattern under render special services to applicants needing assistance to fuse and glaze enamel, repeating heating and enamel
>edle or machine that perforates pattern lines. Rubs from other agency units, such as counseling and testing. Ing proce,s until unit ts coated without discolorations, 
ax, powder. or charooal over perforated lines with wet May visit employer establishments to solicit Job orders blisters, or pinholes. 
rusb or pounct'r to transfer pattern outline to cloth, and labor market Information, and to offer other agency -- (pottery d, pore.) ,ee PAINTER, SPRAT (any Ind.) I. 
ro\iding a guide for embroidery. services. May counsel Rppllcants and administer tests. ENAMEL-MACHINE OPERATOR (elec. equip.) •ee 
,MBROIDERY SEWER (textile) m under SEWING- -- pro ess. n. n """'· n r- IMPRE0NATIIIG-TANI[ OPERATOR (any Ind.) I. 
fAClll!<E OPERATOR, REGt'LAR EQL,PKENT (any Ind.). views applicants to determine their sultablllty for em• ENAMEL PULVERIZER Uewelry) ate PULVERIZER. 
:MERGENCY-CREW FOREMAN (ll,:ht, ht'at, & ployment with company: Records Information and Im- EN AMEL SHADER (paint & vam.) 1e, TINTER. 
01n'r) U< LINE F0IIEMAN. pressloris l(Blned from applicants and evaluates ln!orma- ENAMEL SPRAYER (any Ind.) au PAINTER, SPRAT I; 
. lion to determine sultablllty for employment. Ad- PAtNTr.R, SPRAT JI. 
:~:!~~:CY-DETAIL DRIVER (,:ov. lll'r.) m mlnlRl<'ts te•ts and Interprets resulta. Prepnros rMlnK F.NAMELWARE DIPPER (stamp & onRrnel. ware) 

· on applicant• 11nd makn1 recommrncl11tlon• !or future ,,, OttPltR (11ny Ind.). 
MERGENCY-ENTRAN<"E ATTENDANT (mrdlcel con•ldnntlon of thO!ll't not lrnmrcl111trly nmployn,I. Jl:N(:APNULATOM (11lrrr11!t tnlK l IIIUA4. mohl~r. 
·r.) 155.178. amb■laace..,oom •ttend■nt. A11.•l•ts Jl'lr• Supplle• •nrh Information to 11ppllr11nui 1111 (lOlhl!Any ..... n. RnCM,11 tnl\lln•tl•, oln,•trh·I\I, "111! 1111•1•hl\t1h•I\I 
•n• ,nterin,: hO!lpital lhrrnJ,:h Pml'r~ncy entrant'fl9: ■nd union pollcle•, drttle•, re•pon•lhllltlc•, working alrcr11n am! mlulln control untu, In pll\lltlr tn protr,•l 
.rrntmllt"s •mer11rncy 9ltuatlon9 imd summons profr&- conditions, hour• 11nd PRY, Rnd promotlon11l opportunl- them trom vlbr&tlon anrl rnol•tnro : Ml1e• •11•rl0r1l 
onal B.<.sl•t&nef or clean elrvalor ror quick removal or tics. Prepares and mnlntnlns recorcl• of tho1111 Inter- amounts of rllSlns, curln,: a,:ents, anrl OIiers In ,•onlnlner, 
rrl!On to dc9l,:nated floor. A119lsL• sick and Injured vlewrd, Rccrpt,,rl or rr)<'ctrd, Bnd th03ll decllnlnR according to formula, usln~ paddle. Pmltlon• units In 
rr,,ons Into whrelchalrs or onto carts, and pu9hes them appointment. Dl!ICUMOS hlrln,: RCtlvlty with super- molds and pours mixture rrom contl\lner Into molrl• . 
' •lrvator, offiOf, or to as.~l~d room. May r'l'Oflve vtaors to determine M!equll<'y of srkctlon techniques or Pl&ee11 molds In preaet oven for sper!0cd time to hl\r,lrn 
atlrnts' pack~• and deliver to designated floor. recruitment prol(l'am. Observes Jobs to obtain ftrst- mbture around unlta. May aproy mrrhanlcnl units 
:MERGENCY LINEMAN Olitht, hrat, & pown) hand Information of Job requirements and needs. with rllSlns or dip them In resin vat to form 1,rotectlvn 
"'TROt'BLE MAN IT. PERSONNEL RECRUITER (profe1111. & kin.) re- COBtlng. 
:MERGENCY MAN (r.r. tram.) tlO.ZIII. Restores cni!Unc repreeent■tln. Travels to 11reas geograph- -- (elec. equip.; electronics) 7211.8117 .... 1 .. r; tank«. 
IN!et railway lll'r\il'(' after power failures, accidents, lcally distant from company operations and Inter- Encapsulates electrical and electronic components, 
nd equlpm•nt hrrakdowns, working as member or views applicants for position openings. Gives ll\lch as coll cnses, translormers, capacitors, snm lconduc-
i?..-: Driv•s to -ne In truck equipped with tools and prospective employees Information about climate, ton and modules with material, such as tar, plnstlc, or 
1aterlals. Diagnoses cause of difficulty to facilitate re&- avallahle housing, schools, and cultural, recreational, epo1y to protect component, from humidity nnd vlhra-
,ratlon of i;ervto,. Repairs or replaces parts or matt,- and business activities In Hrm's area. May exercise lion by any of following methods: (I) Positions modulo 
Bis, ll\lch 86 trolley wire, Insulators, conductor-bar hiring authority. May arrange ror transportation of or translormer cnsc under outlet or tank contalnlnp: en-
!Sl'mbllea, and IIKhtlng flxtures [LINEMAN, STREET selected applicants. capsu•attnR 0uld. Moves controls to force prl'srt omount 
lAJL,..AY). ReJ)051tlons derailed can on tracks with PRISONER-CLASSinCATION INTERVIEWER of 0ulcl throu~h ot)('nlnp: in module or trnnslorrnrr en.SI•. 
Id of other workers and mechanical hoisting equipment. (profess. & kin.). Interviews new prison Inmates to (2) l'h>ees com1,onrnls on mck, dips rack In rnmpsul11ti11p: 
:n-e'.a portable structures at soene of Ore to enable fire obtain social and criminal histories to aid In rln.s.sl- fluid, 6nd hnn~s rock on drying frame or In oven to 
ose to be laid across street, allowlntt Attel'tcars and ftcatlon and &Mlgnmcnt of prisoners to approprlnto h11rdon S<IRlln,: compound. (3) FIiis capllrltor shella or 
•tue• to pass undrrn..ath. Raises or dlftoonnrcta trolley work and other activities: Gathers dl\ta, Ruch 1\11 work semiconductor cape with encapsulatlnK fluid or p1.111te, 
•lr•s to fadlltate hou..-.movfnc operation•. May repair history, school,crlmlnal, and military rocords, family uslnK eye droppor or applicator. May boat com110nenta 
oaU "ctlonln,: streetcar unlta at soe~ wlwrr towing to bocksr011nd, hablta, rrll11l0119 belief•, and prisoner's before encapaulallng to romove mobture. May ln■pect 
P~lr ham Is not feasible. May repair or replBCO tract, vcralonofcrlme. Analy&esprtsoner'ssoclalattltudes, encapaulatlon (or defoota, 1uch u chlpa and pin bolee. 
' 11<•11, , . "ntl BOOCsaorie■ to r■c111tate temporary "'"1oe. mental oap&,llty, obanoter, 1111d pbyllcal oapabll- May atamp encapeulated oomponenta with oolor oode 
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BUSINESS 250 INTERVIEWING, VOCATIONAL 

INTERVIEWING, INFORMATION-GIVING, AND RELATED WORK 
(VOCATIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND RELATED ACTIVITIES) 

.168; .268 
Work Performed 

Work activities in this group primarily involve interviewing individuals in order to (?:ather pertinent. inform". 
tion and evaluate the information and/or the individual's qualifications for a variety of considerations; and rlispl'n~
ing information usually relative to the correct interpretation of rules and regulations governing such matte~ a-1 
insurance, education, or housing. 

Worker Requirements 

An occupationally significant combination of: Verbal facility to converse with people at varied levels; ability 
to deal tactfully with people to put them at their ease and gain their confidence; numerical ability and clerirlll 
perception to avoid errors in recordkeeping and referral to written matter; ability to reason analytically and organi1.e 
facts when asking and answering questions; and a neat appearance, poise, and composure. 

Clues for Relating Applicants and Requirements 

Part-time job as information clerk in hotel during summer months. 
Expressed preference for public contact work. 
Neat appearance, poise, and good verbal expression demonstrated in an interview. 

Training and Methods of Entry 

A college education is becoming increasingly important for entrance into work of this nature. Cou~es in 
personnel management, business administration, liberal arts, applied psychology, and sociology frequently will 
enable the applicant to obtain successful employment. Often, however, companies will fill positions by offering 
on-the-job training to personnel already employed who are familiar with company procedures. 

RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS 

Customer Service Work, n.e.c. {.468; .478) p. 501 
Information Gathering, Dispensing, Verifying, and 

Related Work {.368) p. 258 
Consultative and Businees Services (.168; .268) p. 248 
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QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE 

GED: 5 4 
SVP: 7 5 
Apt: GVN 

223 
12 

SPQ 
442 

3 
4 

Int: 2 6 
Temp: 5 9 
Phys. Dem: S 

KFM EC. 
44 3 55 

4 



. . 
0 

Test Title: 
Class Code: 
Test Code: 

Manpower Specialist I 
0804 
H-71-20-a 

IV. Iowa Merit System: 
Residences of Girls 

Questions 

Developed by L.B.P. - Source 
Training School, Mitchelville, Ia. 

Present Number Total 
IT-93 • 

3 

V. Commonwealth of Kentucky - Housing Specialist, 
Jwiior Human Rights Representative and Human Rights 
Representative. 

a. (005) 
97 72. 
00 0. 

VI. Iowa Merit System. 
a. C-72-18-a (Social Worker I) 

51 40. 

PROFILE 

Areas Question Numbers 

Social, Economic & 
Labor Conditions 
Effecting E.S. Program 1-31 

Interviewing & 
Occupational Knowledge 32-62 

Minority Group & 

Human Relations Kno~ledge 63-80 

Employment Office 
Procedures, Operations, 
& CommW'lication 81-100 

1.33 

2 

l 
Total ID" 

Total 

31 

31 

18 

20 -
Total 100 



IOWA M ERIT EMPLOYM E N T D EPART Mt:NT 

REPORT OF POSITIO N A UDIT 

Date of Audit 2/27 /7 3 1 LOCATION OF POSITION: Date of Report: 3 / '.; /7 3 
POSITION DATA: 
From· Administrative :assistant I Department of Sociitl Se rvi ces 

(Present Classlflcatlon of Position) (Department• Board • Commission• Institution) 

To· .Administrative Officer I I Family anc1 Chil<3r0:l ' a Se rvices 
(Recommended Classlflcatlon of Position) (Division or Department) 

.. 472-030-0111-00708-001 I Training School f or Boys 
Pos1t1on No.-----------------1--_ _;_::...:..,:::..:.;:.__;_..:.... _ __;_ _____ -=--------

1sect1on> 

Incumbent in Position: Glen Dole I Eldora, Iowa 50627 
(Working Unit) 

Basis of Audit: 1-'-ED Study 
(Appeal • Letter of Request • Contested Allocation • New Position - Reallocatlon, etc.) 

Purpose of Audit: 
Verification of Position 

(Verification of Position • Verify Class Concept In Specification, etc.) 

Auditing Technician: - • ----.. --- - Approving Technician 
Approving Technician 

' 
AUDIT MEMORANDUM 

This position is r,resently classified as an Administrative Assis
tant I at the Iowa Training School for Boys. The incumbent is per
forn-~ng duties and responsibilities in the Business Office and i s 
functioning in a work capacity as an assistant business manager. 

The incumbent is supervised by the Business Manager of the in
stitution, an AdJriniatrative Officer II. Supervision is exercised 
hy conferenco and by direct observation of results as daily contact 
is extensive. 

SUt'JlARY OF r,1\Jon DUTIES J\ND PESPONSIBILITIES --
Duties and responsibilities of the incumbent are no longer por

formod as ueRcribcd on the questionnaire. Duties and reaponoihilities 
have been reorganized since this questionnaire was written. This 
occurred approximately two years ago slightly after the present Business 
Manager began working at the institution. 

Duties now performed by the incumbent include: 

P'ORM M◄a 

(1) Direct line supervision of six positions in four work areas 
of the institution. 

(a) These include ·two Custodial Workers responsible for 
the cleaning of the 1\dministration Building, the research 
portion of the Cooper Hospital, both Chapels and the 
Volunteer Center. The incUtnbent contacts the cottages to 

MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT CLASS FILE 
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DEFINITION 

I O W A 
MANPOWER SPECIALIST I l (\ .~ 

Under immediate to general supervision, performs technical 
employment service work in local offices involving the inter
viewing, classification, and placement of applicants; performs 
related work as required. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Interviews job applicants to determine occupational 

qualifications and classifications. Analyzes work experience, 
education, performance on various appraisal measures, personal 
characteristics, and other factors and evaluates this informa
tion for placement purposes. Advises applicants on labor market 
conditions and requirements in specific occupations or indus
trial fields. Informs applicants about employment service 
policies and procedures and offers guidance on techniques of 
applying for jobs. 

Evaluates applicants needs for special services, such as 
testing, counseling, or additional training, and arranges for 
services to meet those needs. May administer aptitude and per
formance tests. 

Obtains job orders from employers, and applies job analysis 
techniques to determine job content, skills and abilities 
required, and other occupational data necessary for selection 
of qualified workers. Discusses with employers employment 
service selection techniques and labor market conditions affect
ing specific occupations, suggesting special recruitment methods 
where needed. Arranges for industrial services to employers 
when appropriate. 

Determines the suitability of applicants and refers 
qua1ified workers to employers. Contacts employers to determine 
results of referrals and continues follow-up with employers and 
applicants as necessary. 

Develops job opportunities for applicants whose 
qualifications may be utilized immediately by specific employers, 
when suitable job openings are not currently listed with the 
office. 

Develops and maintains continuing working relationships 
with assigned employers, by telephone contacts or personal inter
views, to furnish a complete, year-round placement service. 

Promotes the continuing use of the Employment Service by 
employers. Assists in identifying employer personnel problems 
and explains the specialized or technical services available to 
industry through the Employment Service. 

KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the social, economic, and labor 

conditions affecting employment service programs. 
Some knowledge of the general principles of economics. 

)PTED: July 1, 1969 REVISED: March 5, 1973 
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MANPOWER SPECIALIST I (Continued) 

Some knowledge of interviewing techniques, various 
occupations, and required occupational qualifications. 

Ability to learn employment office procedures and the use 
of technical interviewing tools within a brief training period. 

Ability to deal tactfully, courteously, and effectively 
with applicants, employees, employers, and the public. 

Ability to record and evaluate a variety of information and 
prepare reports. 

Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing. 

EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Graduation from high school or G.E.D. and four (4) years of 

successful full-time paid employment in job testing, interview
ing, referral and/or placement, sales representative, credit 
investigation, collection work or related public contact work 
obtaining, analyzing and/or evaluating data; 

OR 

substitutiop of one year of successful accredited college 
course work for one year of the required experience with a 
maximum substitution of four (4) years. 

NOTE: At the written request of the Appointing Authority and 
with Merit Employment Department approval, specialized training 
and/or experience (i.e., Spanish linguistic skills or recent 
military experience) may be required in designated positions. 

FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
An employee with a total of eighteen (18) months of 

successful full-time paid employment as a Manpower Aide III with 
the Employment Security Commission will be considered as 
qualifying. 
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I OW A 

POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARD 
FOR 

MANPOWER SPECIALIST I 

CLASS COVERAGE 
An employee of this class performs interviewing work in the 

determination of job applicant occupational skills. 

Employees work from job bank, job order or other 
occupational availability records to match applicant desires and 
qualifications with job openings. Once basic on-the-job famil
iarity and training have ended, an employee is expected to 
function independently applying discretion and judgment in the 
evaluation of: applicant work history, qualifications, aspira
tions and suitability for employment; the current labor market 
conditions, and other applicable placement information. 

I. POLICY, METHODS, AND PROCEDURES 
Work procedure and methods are well outlined through 

established agency policies and guidelines. Responsibilities 
involve carrying out, interpreting and enforcing existing 
methods and procedures developed by others. 

II. RECORDS, REPORTS, INFORMATION AND MONEY 
Positions at this level handle ordinary local office 

operational forms (i.e., application cards and E.S.A.R.s. forms) 
and are responsible for pulling application cards from central 
files making entries on them and returning them to the file. 
E.S.A.R.S. forms are filled out by the incumbent reflecting the 
kind of activity they engage in with clients and the outcome of 
that activity. No reports are required, as a general rule, of 
positions at this level. Positions do not have responsibility 
for money or for the collection, compilation, presentation 
and/or preservation of information. 

III. PERSONAL CONTACTS 
Positions at this level have general responsibility for 

greeting and interviewing the general public as they come into 
the local office seeking work. The contact may involve all 
classes of citizens, but most often does not j ,elude persons who 
formerly held positions of responsibility in private or govern
ment employment. Contacts by phone are also made with 
employing agency personnel representatives usually at lower 
levels of management in large firms or owners of small firms for 
the purpose of soliciting jobs, referring applicants, and 
follow-up on previous referrals. · Purpose of the contact centers 
around furnishing or obtaining readily available and specific 
information on routine employment service matters dealing 
primarily with the activities of the position concerned. 
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2 

STANDARD FOR MANPOWER SPECIALIST I (Continued) 

IV. SUPERVISION EXERCISED 
Manpower Specialist I 1s ordinarily will not supervise other 

employees. 

V. MATERIAL ITEMS 
Positions at this level are responsibile for the care of 

office supplies and equipment issued to them for their work. A 
micro-film viewer and, in some positions, a typewriter are the 
kinds of equipment most often issued. Supplies involve forms, 
pencils and other similarily inexpensive material. 

VI. SAFETY AND/OR WELFARE OF OTHERS 
Positions at this level of the"series do not have any 

responsibility for the safety and/or welfare of others. 

VII. PHYSICAL DEMANDS 
Work at this level of the series requires little physical 

exertion as work is located within an office and centered around 
placement activities at the desk of the Manpower Specialist I. 
Activities vary but most of the day is spent sitting. If lift
ing is required, say to move the job bank viewer, a weight of 25 
lbs. is rarely exceeded. 

VIII. MENTAL DEMANDS 
Positions at this level require a normal degree of mental 

or visual attention. Some distractions and interruptions may 
occur. Work procedures are reasonably stable from day to day. 
Work procedures are varied but repetitive. Applicants are 
interviewed, job bank consulted for job opportunities; applicant 
referred, employer called to see how applicant fared, jobs 
solicited and the entire cycle repeated over and over again. 

IX. MENTAL SKILLS 
Positions at this level apply basic knowledge of 

professional interviewing and utilizes independent judgment and 
analyzes facts, problems and data to determine what action 
within limits of employment service and methods should be taken. 
Positions work under general supervision once orientation and 
training have been completed. Some minor variations in the 
method of performance are permitted with some judgment required 
in the processing of applicants, possible discrimination situa
tions etc •. 

X. WORKING CONDITIONS 
Positions work in pleasant office surroundings. Health 

hazards are negligible. 
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WEIGHTED LIST OF ELEMENTS 
Purpose of Quantitative Analysis 

The emphasis of the first three stages of staffing job analysis is on the 

identification of job elements. Possible job elements are evaluated only on the 

basis of their relevance to the occupation being studied and are not excluded from 

consideration by arbitrary decisions regarding their relative impo~ance, As a 

result of emp]oyirw. t.hi'.: mr,1h0rl a 1,,rr,e numhr.r of elements which differ gre;:itly 

in their significaracr. ,1r,, id~nti fir.d and tor:P.thP.r constitute what has been referred 

to as an "unweighted" lir;t of elements. In the fourth stage of the analysis the 

task of evaluating the importance of the job elements is delegated to people most 

qualified to make this typ·e of decision. In addition to the individual qualifica

tions of the people who rate and rank the job elements during the Questionnaire 

Survey stage of the job analysis, the fact that it is their collective or average 

judgment which is used to determine relative importance greatly increases the 

reliability of the job analysis and, consequently, the validity of selection methods 

developed on the basis of job analysis information. In order for job analysis 

information to serve as a reliable basis for the development of valid selection 

methods the relative importance of each relevant job element must be determined. 

Data Anal1sis 

Analysis of the data provided by the existing Job Element Questionnaire is 

completed in stage five of this system of staffing job analysis. Raters provide 

two different types of data (see appendix 4): 

a) Ranks are assigned by each rater to the ten elements on the list which 
he considers to be most important. 

b) Raters rate each of six aspects of each job element on a three point 
scale. 

Methods of analyzing each type of data are discussed below. 

Analysis of Ranking Data 

It is known that the ranks an individual assigns to items on a list are 

most reliable for the items ranked as most important and least reliable 

in the middle range of importance. In the Bureau of Personnel's job analysis 

system survey participants are asked to identify only the ten most imoortant ;oh 
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:lement3 and to rank th£im in 0rd<>r of their jmportance. A statistic has been 

.eveloped to summarize th~ information provid~d by a group of rankers who rank 

inly a subset of a larger group of job elements. This statistic permits an exact 

:alculation of job element "weights" which can be used to rank order job elements 

.n order of their importance. In this way a "weighted list" of job elements is 

istablished. The logic of this statistic is briefly discussed below and sample 

alculations of job element weights are also provided. 

.• (E 1/r) 
N 

For convenience, the following symbols are used: 

W - the weight of a job element 
r - a rank assigned to a job element by a survey 

participant 
N - the total number of people who complete job 

element questionnaires for a classification 
R - the total number of people who assign any rank 

to a job element. 

The formula used in calculating Wis: 

W = (,t;E 1/r). R 
(NJ N 

The calculation of W requires three steps. In the following 
paragraphs each step is explained and illustrated with examples. 

Dividing each rank into "l" before adding them converts 
the ranks to a measure which gives a high score to low 
ranks and a low score to high ranks. This step makes "W" 
easier to interpret because it converts ranks in such a 
way that elements with higher "weights" are more important 
than elements with lower "weights." The following table can 
be used to make the conversions. 

Rank (r) 1/r (reci£rocal of r) 

1 1.00 
2 .so 
3 ,33 
4 .25 
5 .20 
6 .17 
7 .14 
8 .13 
9 .11 

10 .10 

~ means add up all the items 
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. Example: 

2. R 
N 

Example: 

3. 

Example a) 

After converting all the assigned ranks to their reciprocal 
and adding them together the next step is to divide by the total 
number of people who could have assigned any rank to tqe element. 
This results in an average or mean reciprocalized rank· . 

Suppose ten people ranked a list of job elements and, of the 
ten, eight assigned some rank to a particular job element. 
If four of those eight people assigned a rank of "l" and 
four assigned a rank of "3" this part of the weight of the 
element would be: 

(1.00 + 1.00 + 1.00 + 1.00 + .33 + .33 + .33 + .33) 
10 

or, 

or, 

(5.32) 
Io 

.53 

Since survey participants do not have as many ranks to assign 
as there are job elements on the list the assignment of any 
rank, even 10th most important, represents a choice of a job 
element as being more important than those not ranked anywhere 
in the top ten. To take this important factor into account 
the formula for computing "W" weights the mean reciprocalized 
rank computed in step 1 by the percentage of the total group 
of people who do assign some rank to a job element. 

If ten people rank a list of job elements and 8 assign any 
rank to an element this part of the formula is simply: 

8 
10 

or ,80 

The final step in computing Wis simply to multiply the two parts 
of the formula together. 

Examples are given for two hypothetical cases to show how the formula 
works in practice to provide a logical measure of a job element's 
importance. 

Ten people rank a list of job elements, nine people assign 
some rank to a particular element, five assigning a rank of 
ten and four assigning a rank of nine. 

W = 9 
10 

X .10 + .10 + ,10 + ,10 + .10 + ,11 + .11 + .11 + .11 
10 

= (,90) X .94 
10 

= (.90) X (,094) 

= • 09 
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example b) Ten pP.ople rank a list of job elements, two people assign 
some rank, one assigning a rank of one and the other a rank 
of two. 

W = (2) X (1,00 + .50) 
10 10 

= ( , 20) X ( .15) 

= .03 

In comparing these two examples the analyst should note that 
if only the mean rank assigned had been used to weight the job 
elements the element chosen by only two out of ten people as being 
among the ten most important would have received a higher weight 
than the element ranked in the top ten by nine out ten people. 
Logic indicates that this would not be an accurate reflection of 
the element's relative importance for the job . . The statistic W 
makes similar corrections in less obvious cases and does permit 
a calculation of relative importance which is compatible with 
logica~ as well as statistical principles. 

\nalysis of Rating Data 

The analysis of the rating data is much simpler tha~ for the ranks. It 

.. '. 
~equires only an averaging of the numbers ftssigned to each aspect of each job 

alement and a conversion of the average ratings to words. Table 2 contains one 

;et of words which can be used to translate average ratings obtained with the 

axisting rating forms. 

TABLE 2 -
Use for 
~spect(s) 1 2 3 4 --

1.00 - 1.49 1.50 - 1.99 2.00 - 2.49 2,50 - 3.00 

L and 3 Unimportant (or) Desirable Very Desirable Essential 
Not Expected 

La and 3a Same Considerable Superior Exceptional 

2 Minimally Somewhat Significantly Greatly 

3b Sometimes Frequently Usually Almost Always 
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RS-4 (8/72) 

JOB ELEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE - 1 

Your Name 

Your Classification 
Your .Employing Unit ____________________ _ 

Classification You Are Rating 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The statements on the following page(s) describe job elements (worker 
requirements) of the classification you are rating. ·The purpose of 
this questionnaire is to collect supplementary informatipn about each job 
element. The supplementary information you provide combined with that 
supplied by others participating in this survey will make it possible to 
use job element information in making practical decisions regarding the 
hiring of new employes and evaluating the performance of experienced 
workers. 

Three different questions are asked about each job element. For the sake 
of uniformity, ·it is important that you answer each question for all job 
elements before beginning the next. 

Questions are answered by placing a number in the appropriate column next 
to each job element. A det.1iled description of the- meaning of the numbers 
and the alternatives they represent is included in the instructions for com
pleting each question. 

Please read each set of instructions very carefully before starting to 
answer that question for each job element. The form is arranged in a format 
that will enable you to conveniently refer to the instructions and explana
tion as necessary while going through the list of job · elements. 
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'JUt:,'l'lUN A 

To what extc>nt. i s thi s job clement necessary in newly hired workers and useful for evaluat
ing the qualifications of applicants? 

Answer t hi s ques t ion for e ach job element by choosing one of the three alter
natives li s t ~d below and writing the number of your choice in the column under 
"A" ne xt to the element you are considerinp,. It is not expected that in every 
case ii parti cular choice will exactly describe how you feel about a job element. 
Choose the one that :omes closest to describing how you feel the question should 
be answered. ----

( l) Not necessary in newly hired workers and not useful for evaluating the qualifi
cations of applicants because it can be acquired or developed after starting 
work. 

(2) Desirable in newly hired workers and useful for evaluating the qualifications 
of applicants because people who bring this element to . the job develop into 
competent workers more readily than those who co not. 

(3) Essential in newly hired workers and applicants who do not possess this job 
element should not be hired because they cannot develop this element on the job 
and will not make a good employe in this classification. 

QUESTION B 

To what extent is this element necessary for average level work performance in this classi
fication and useful for evaluating the performance of experienced workers? 

Answer this question for each job element by choosing one of the three alterna
tives listed below and writing the number of your choice in the column under 
"B" next to the element you are considering. It is not expected that in every 
case a particular choice will exactly describe how you feel about a job element. 
Choose the one that comes closest to describing how you feel the question should 
be answered. 

i 
(1) Not necessary for average level job performance and not useful for evaluating 

the quality of an experienced employe's work performance because an e!Wloye 
can be a good worker without having this job element. 0 

(2) Desirable for average level job performance because, in general, the better 
workers in this classification have more of this job element than leJs satis
factory workers. 

(3) Essential for average level job performance because employes who do not possess 
this job element make very poor workers who should never have been hired for work 
ln this classification, 

QUESTION C 

Out of all the job elements on the list below, which ones are the most important for this 
classification? 

Answer this question by rank ordering the top ten elements from 1-10 and writing 
the rank in the column under "C" next to those ten elements. Use the following 
procedure in assigning ranks : 

(a) Read t hrough the list of job elements. Pick out the one element that in your 
estimation is the single most important worker requirement for this classifica
tion. Write a "l" in the column under "C" next to that element. 

(b) Read through the list again. Of those elements remaining, which one is the most 
important? After you have made your choice write a "2" in the col\Dllll under "C" 
next t o that element. 

(c) Now find the third most important element and place a "3" in the column under "C" 
next to that element. 

(d) Continue picking out the most important element from among those not yet chosen 
until you have identified the ten most important. 

(e) Note that when you have completed the ranking process onl y ten elements will have 
numbers in the column under "C". The rest of the elelllBnts are not among the ten 
most important. and have no rank assigned to them, · 

When you have completed ranking the ten most important job elements your fonn will be ·com
pleted. Retun, the data you have provided as instructed in the cover letter. 

DO NOT REMOVE THIS PAGE IOO•tU AA · Hotl 
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FIGURE F-211 

JOB ANALYSIS BLANK FOR ELEMENT SELECTION 

RATER'S 
NAME & GRADE -----------------------------RATER'S 
TITLE & INSTALLATION --------------------------
JOB ________________ , ________ _ GRADE. ______ _ 

Barely To pick out Trouble likely Practicality. SxP Total Value 
acceptable suEerior if not Demanding this 

, workers worker considered element, we S + T + SP 
can fill - B - p 

:Element 
i 
; 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
i 
I 

I 

I 
I 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

+ All good + Very + Much trouble + All openings 
J Some good important t/ Some trouble ~ Some openings 
0 Almost J Valuable 0 Safe to 0 Almost; no 

none good 0 Does not ignore openings 
differentiate 

{ 

I 

i j 

I 

As Primoff explains, "Elements are rated for the following four considerations: 

How important is the element for even barely acceptable work? 

How important is the element for superior accomplishment? 

How much trouble is likely if the element were to be ignored 
in evaluating applicants? 

How practical is it to expect appli cants to be qualified in 
the element?12 

11 Ibid., p. 14 

12 Ibid., Appendix 3, p. 19 
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The procedure for analyzing the information supplied by the raters is 

briefly outlined in Figure F-3. 

13 

FIGURE F-313 

"Summarizing Results for Selection of Major Elements 

1. Summarizing Results for Each Rater 

Count each plus as 2, each check as 1, each zero as O. 

In the narrow column "S X P," at the right of the Job Analysis 
Blank, note for each rater the product of "Superior times 
Practical" for each item. For example, if a rater, marked 
plus for Superior and check for Practical in an it;em, the 
product is 2 x 1, or 2. If a rater marked plus fpr Superior 
and zero for Practical in another item, the product is 
2 x O, or O. 

Next, in the last column, Total Value, add the totals of 
Superior plus Trouble plus S X P, and subtract the values 
for Barely and for Practical •••• 

2. Swmnarizinz Results for All Raters 

After each rater's results are summarized, add the Total 
Values for each element. 

The final Total Value for an element is the sum of the 
Total Values for all raters. 

Finding the totals can be done by placing the papers of 
the raters one over the other, offset, so that the columns 
to be added are next to each other • ••• 

3. Choosing Set of Elements 

Choose the ten elements with highest total values. If it 
is obvious that two or more of the chosen elements are 
identical in meaning, choose the one with the highest value, 
eliminate the other or others, and choose additional elements 
so there will be ten elements in the final set." 

Ibid., pp. 16-17 
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No. 224 401 :277 

Discussion Draft: Uniform Testing Guidelines 
DISCUSSIOS DRAFT OF UNIFORM 

GUIDF:USF.S OS F.l\lPl,OYF:E 
SELF.CTI0N PROCEDURES BY 

EEO COORDIS/\TISG COUNCIL 
OFJrlCIJ\L TEXT) 

Discussion Draft 
August 23, 1973 

UNIFORM GUJDELINES ON 
EMPLOYEE SELECTION 

PROCEDURES 
!:i 1 Statement of Purpose 

a. ~~ese Uni~orm Guid;ff/~s ~ EmnIO e Select on Proce r a 
issued PU[§118Pt to Tit)e VII of the 
Civil Blrhts Act of J 954 a§ amended ~Ti t11: Egual Employment Opportµn:txc£ of 1922 · Exec11Uve Order 
lt246 as amended b~ Exe~~:~ve ~ffi':j pts: and tfie Cterg nii( : 
ersonnel Act These guidelines have 

'6'een developed under the auspices of 
the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Coordinating Councll, established by 
Section 715 of Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, as amended. 

b. These guidellnes are based on 
the belief that professionally devel
oped, st.andardized, job-related and 
validated employee selection proce
dures can contribute significantly to: 
, 1 > sound personnel selection and 
placement systems on the basis of 
merit, and <2) the Implementation of 
non-discriminatory personnel prac
tices as required by Federal law. These 
guidelines reflect the recognition that 
valid and job-related tests, when 
used in conjunction with other tools 
of personnel assessment and comple
mented by sound programs of job 
design, and training and personnel 
management, can significantly aid In 
the development and malntenance of 
an efficient work force and In the 
effective utilization of human re
sources. 

c. These guidelines further reflect. 
the recognition that. ln many in
stances persons are using t.est.s as the 

basis for employm ent decisions with
out sufficient evidence that they are 
job related and valid. Where surh 
evidence is lacking, use of tests as a 
basis for employment decisions may 
constitute an unlawful employment 
practice and may be Inconsistent 
with merit principles. A test yielding 
lower scores for any group, classified 
on the basis of race, color, religion, 
sex or national origin and lacking 
demonstrated validity may result In 
the rejection or many persons from 
such groups who may In fact be 
among the best qualified for success
ful performance of the job In ques
tion or have necessary quallflt:atlons 
for successful work performance. Use 
of tests In these circumstances con
stitutes a violation or merit princi
ples and a denial of equal employ
ment opportunity rights provided by 
Federal law. 

d. These guidelines are designed to 

e. These gu1geJloes are designed 00 
apply only t.o those tests and ot.her 
selection procedures which are used 
operatlonally1 It. ls recognized that 
many employers and test. users may 

9-73 Cop7rl1ht Ci 1913 b)' The Bareaa of National Affatr1, Inc:. PEP·l 
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have maintained an ongoing prngram 
or investi1rnt1on int-0 new techniques 
of assessment and int-0 the theoret
ical bases of psychological measure
ment which are not used operation
ally. Not.hing in these guidelines shall 
prevent. the administration of tests or 
other assessment tools t-0 applicants 
or employees for research purposes, 
even without evidence of their valid
ity and job relatedness. 

~ 2 Definition of Test and Other 
Terms 

a. For the ouroose of these guider 
lines. the term "test" Is defined as 
any standardized o.r formal measuri; 
or com6111ation of measures used as 
a basis tor anY r.Mnlovn1ent declff@, Including hire. transfer, promo-
ion emotion ·ob or work assl n-

ments, mem ersh p tfor example In 
a labor organization l training, refer

..mk.,retentism, hcenslng or certlrlc~-
This dfflnition includes. but s 

not restricted t-0 any measures of: 
general intelligence, mental ability 
or le:+rning ability: specific classes of 
aptitudes or abilities, such as me
chanical, clerical, verbal. or numeri
cal: dexterity and coordination, 
knowledge and proficiency: occupa
tional and other Interests: attitudes, 
personality or temperament: m 
skills , s~c~ as t~olnf · ~~~ t~~~fiiaues rOsessln 9 An f car § 
including standardized methods for 
ev_a_l 
a_n 
ab-11 
ecl'ucatton, anct exyerlence. The term 5 II G 
~· l 
re ' 
quantified or standardized techniques 
of assessing job qualifications includ
ing, in addition to the above, ~ 
fie e~ 
son re-
men except as prov de n su sec-
iioii'o" below 1, measures obtained from 
scored indlvldual or group interviews 
of exercises: scored biographical ln
forma.tion blanka, and Interviewers' 

rating scales. The inclusion or ex
clusion of a particular kind of test In 
this deflnit.lon Is not Intended to sug
gest that It Is or Is not an appropriate 
basis for an employment decision. 

b . Selection techniques other th,n 
tests, as defined above, may be im
properly used so as t-0 have the effect 
of discriminating against racial, eth
nic or sex groups. Such techniques 
include. but are not restricted to. un
scored or casual interviews, unscored 
application forms and unscored per- · 
sonal history and background require
ments not used uniformly as a basis 
for selection. Where there are data 
suggesting employment discrimina
tion, the employer ls required to have 
avallable evidence concerning the 
job relatedness and validity of these 
procedures, the evidence Qeing of the 
same types referred to in §§ 4 and 5 
below. Data suggesting the possibil
ity that discrimination exists Include, 

. for example, differential rates of ap
plicant rejection from various racial, 
ethnic or sex groups I as disclosed by 
data called for by § 4 below) for the 
same job or group of jobs, or under
representation of members of any 
racial, ethnic or sex groups among 
present employees in different types 
of jobs, as compared t-0 the avall
abllity of such persons with requisite 
skills in the relevant labor market. 

Background investigations of sult
ab1llty of the applicant's or employ
ee's character and relative fitness for 
the job in question may be utll1zed 
by the employer for selection pur
poses notwithstanding these guide
lines < 1 l lf the employer can demon
strate that they are required by valid 
provisions of Federal law; or . (2) lf 
there are no data suggesting that the 
investigations result in employment 
discrimination; or (3} lf the employer 
as a matter of business necessity can 
demonstrate that the disqualifying 
information Indicates that the appli
cant cannot reasonably be expected 
to fulflll properly the dutlea of the 
Job ln question. 

t-'13 Fair EmploJment PraeUces l'BP-2 
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ill 

or rrli1:in11.s !•rn11p ,11 .1 
th:111 incli,·icl11 :1l ., \\·ho :trf' 

mrmbrrs of an~· ot ilrr rnrrPspn1Hli11~ 
i::-roup with rrspert t.o hirin~. promo-
t.ion, transfrr or ot-hrr <'mploymrni 
or mrmbership opport.unitirs. const.i
tutrs an 11nlawf11l rmploymrnt prac
tice undrr Tit I<' VII of the Civil 
Rii::hts Art of l!:!64, as amended, and 
a violation of Executiv<' Order 11246, 
as amended, unless 111 the test has 
brrn shown to be job relat,cd and 
validated in acrordance with these 
guidelines and shown t.o be practi
cally useful as hereinafter described, 
and 121 alternath·<' hirin~. promo
tion, transfer, or other employment 
or membership procedures which are 
substant.ially equally valid or more 
valid and which have less of an ad
verse impact, are unavailable . When 
the records and other evidence called 
for by ~ 4 below indicate that a test 
adversely affects members of any 
racial, ethnic or sex group, the em
ployer, labor organization under Title 
VII and Executive Order 11246 to l sh<:>w that 111 and 121 above are sat-

'-!_:fled. · 

~ 4 Evidence of Impact 

(;

~h employer, employment agency 
labor organization using tests for 

y employment decision shall 
, maintain and have available for in
. spection evidence that the tests are 

) 

being used in accord with ~ 3 above. 
Each such pen:on shall maintain such 
evidence as is appropriate, which will 
disclose the fmpact which the test 
has upon employment opportunities 
of persons by identifiable racial, eth-
nic or sex groups in order to deter

ine compliance with the provisions 
r subsection 3b above. Based upon 
uch evidence each such person shall 
etermine whether there are indica

tions or possible discrimination, such 
as, for example, differences in average 

ri .ll :\lld ,,t llnic· p,ro11ps as folio,\·.,· 
T1TaC'ks -, N,•~ ro1· s 1, Amrriran lndi :1 ns 
, i11rl11clin~: /\IP11ts ancl F..~ kimos 1, OJ:.i-

...£..!!I als and $pan!sl!:Sllf_n~~~_c!_.!.l!J1C'r~ 
Jeans I all pNsons of Mexican. Puerto 
Rican . Cuban or Spanish origin 1. The 
classifications ra.llrd for by this sec
t ion arc intended to be consistent 
with those required by the Joint Re
porting Committee for the Employer 
Information Report 1EEO-l et seq .I 
series of reports. 

~ 5 Minimum Standards for Valida
tion 

FQr 

,:,v,:, Cl,.I.IU .1.u.a,.1.1ua1s. 
'f;nmssionaliy aeEcpCabie means of 
validation arc developed, studies uti
lizing these new techniques will be 
evaluated to determine their consist
ency with the purpose and principles 

test scores, passing rates or selection 
rates for minority candidates as com
pared to nonminorlty candidates. The 
records called for by this seij,l_QD are 

~ to be maintained by s~nd by ra-
ro_an~e. 

• 
which occupie_s ·~ ~--high 

11-n Fair Employment Practlcea FEP-4 
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c. If.s.t.5 must be as!m.!!!i~tered and 
scored under controlled and stand
anzecfc'Ont'!lUofis.--\\·Unproper safe-, 
guards to protect the security of test 
scores and to insure that scores do not 
enter into any judgments of em
ployee adequacy that are to be used 
as measures In criterion-related va
lidity studies. 

d. Tests may be used to predict the 
performance of candidates for a job 
which is at a higher level than the 
job for which the 'person is being ini
tially selected, if it Is probable that 
the Individual being selected will 
within a reasonable period of time 
progress to the higher level job. 
Normally, it will be considered prob

ble that the individual will progress 
fo the higher level job if '1J a major
~ty of those persons initially selected 
who remain on the job at the end of 
the reasonable period of time will have 
progressed to the higher level Job; 
and t2) at least one-third of those 

persons who arc initially srkrtPCI will 
progress to the higher level job. A 
"reasonable period of time" will vary 
for different jobs and employmrnt 
situations. However. as that phrase Is 
used in this subparagraph, the time 
period wlll seldom be more than five 
years but will usually be less than 
five years. However, where job pro
gression is not so nearly automatic or 
the time span is such that the higher 
level job or the employees' potential 
for advancement may be expected to 
change in significant ways, it shall be 
considered that candidates are being 
evaluated for jobs at or near the en
try level. The governing principle is 
that the performance at a higher level 
job or In training for that job Is a 
relevant criterion In valldatlng em
ployment tests only where there Is a 
a high probabll!ty that persons em
ployed wlll In fact attain that higher 
level job within a reasonable period 
~ti~. -

e. The following minimum stand-
rds, as applicable, must be met In 

conducting a validation study: r 

(bl Where a validation study ls con
ducted In which tests are adminis
tered to applicants, with criterion 
data collected later, the sample sub
jects must be representative of the 
1.!2.!'mal or t1{!11a1 candidates in.Jjle 
E2Q!!I a tion J nc u ill lliL_.ni..£.ll\LJ:t.b nlc 
,2E...d sex __g!.<?_~Pli.z.. a vallable for the job 
or 1oos7n question In the relevant 
labor market. Where a validation 
study is conducted in which tests are 
administered to &resent employe~s. 
the sample must e represi)nta!tte of 
the aforementioned candidate popu
lation. If there are not enough Indi
viduals from racial, ethnic or sex 
groups in the available candidate pop
ulation or in the present workforce 
to make it techncially feasible to con
duct criterion ·related valldation stu
dies on a .sample which is representa
tive of the appllcant population, as-
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Wherr the diffrrentlal prediction 
is , 1 I orip;inally based upon samples 
of sixty , GO I or more for rach sub
group at the .05 levrl of confidence, 
or 121 demonstrated originally in 
validalion samples of 30 or more but 
IC'ss than 60 for each subp;roup and ls 
sustained at the .05 level of confidence 
by a cross-validation with a minimum 
sample of at least thirty <301 persons 
in each subgroup. the employer m ay 
continue to use the test operationally 
with appropriate revisions to insure 
that the selection procedure results 
in individuals or groups with the 
same probability of successful job per
formance having the same probability 
of being selected . Where conditions 
of ( 1) or (2) Immediately above, the 
~mployer may not replace the test 
with another test which has not been 
validated in accordance with this ~ 5. 

vi. Where a differential prediction 
study is conducted with large samples 
and there is a finding of differential 
prediction and such finding Is based 
on the statistical significance of small 
differences between subgroups In 
means, variances, correlation coef
ficients, regression slopes, or lnter
'cepts. the employer labor organization 
or employment agency may continue 
to use the test without modification 
if he can demonstrate that such small 
differences have no significant dif
ferential effect on the selection of dif
ferent subgroups. 

1 f, If the relationships between a 
test and a criterion measure Is signifi
cant but non-linear, the test score 
distribution should be studied to de
termine the point In the distribu
tion above or below which Increased 
test scores do not reliably predict 
different levels of job performance. 
Where selection Is to be made from 
the score distribution on the non
linear portion of the regression line, 
the test may not be used by Itself to 
rank candidates within that portion 
of the distribution In which the test 
Is not linearly related to Job perform
ance. 

I 2 l}Content Vali11it 
Lal There must be a job analysjs as 

cfincd above In subsection 5b. 
lb) A test which is a representa

ti ve sample of job duties that are dis
closed in the job analysis to be es
sential and critical to successful job 
performance Is a content valid test. 
A test which is a representative sam
ple of specific job knowledges , skills, 
or abil it ies may also be content valid 
if the knowledges, skills or abilities 
being measured are actually essential 
and critical for successful job per
formance . Other knowledges, skills or 

, . I_ (' .. 
abilities which are important Tor job IF ;' 
performance, such as proficiency In a {\ · ,:. f 
foreign language and other unique / r, I • . · . 
qualifications, may be taken Into con- ff; y, ? r ··t. i- , r 
slderation in evaluating the relative., ,... \ \ ' r 1• J •· · 

ssessment of candidates. b..-S.o.ntevt 1 ' ]. ofv , . r · ' ' _,.. 
yalid test c_a~ __ only __ measure __ those 1 •. :J I I .~ ·' · 1, .,.. f: ; ·/ ' · 
job duties, knowledges, skills, or abll- , ~ 'A' ' ~ t.J " ,,_., L v,.,. -L. 
!l_ies which are ·required .foi: immediate r .,, · I __! I' , 
performance _ on the. job . • Thus job l.fi' »,~Jvr'} tl'-- r, 
knowledges, skills or abilities which . • "1 -_,,!,-, '.Y.' _ _f J-A" . ,· •: 
are to be acquired through subse- ,~ ~KJ ~•/ .,•' 

quent actual work experience or on- ' A/IJ "r 
the-job training .cannot be included I V: / _ . ~"' 
in such a test. If a higher score on )., ~ n . ~ : J 
a content valid test can be expected to : ~

1 
~"'_.,.,. 

result in better job performance, the r · J 

test result may be used to rank per- .- , 
sons who score above minimum levels. , 
Co~tEJnt. va_li~lty ,is ..1:.10.t _an...appro.l)riate 
validation . strategy _foL_iJtt~l.lige_nce, 
aptitude, or personality tests. Con- l. 
t~nt ·valid Tests with. i'ellaollity estl- "~ :)'. 
mates below .70 will require justlfica-~ 
tlon for opefarional use. 

_J, a, There must be a job anal sis as 
defined In subsection 5b above 

<b1 A determination must be made, 
based upon the job analysis, that a 
construct Is required for the satis
factory performance of essential and 
critical duties identified through the 
job analysis. The ~es for this de
termination must be empiric~! Jn 
nature{ ~uantlfied. documented and 
subjec review., 

The methods for making such a de-

~ 
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JOB ANALYSIS GUIDE 

Introduction 

'Ill.is guide contains, in outline form, questions and suggested areas that 
should be a part of a thorough job analysis. It is based, partially, on 
a job analysis formula of determining the WHAT, WHERE, HOW, WHEN, and 
WHY of the work performed by the job's incumbent. 

Since this is a guide, it is likely that as the job analyst gains experi
ence, additions and further details will be added to this guide as 
appropriate. It is likely that the analyst will 'Want to use some addi
tional forms for recording the information suggested by the data in this 
guide. 

'Ill.e guide is meant to gain facts--not inferences ~rom facts. 'Ill.e analyst 
will have to use his best judgment in reporting the detail of the ,job. 
Within practical and reasonable limits, adjectives should be minimized 
when their use would tend to cloud what is being described; e.g., Is 
heavy 5 pounds? 20 pounds? a ton? Is noisy 60 decibels? 100 decibels? 
How frequent is frequent? To circumvent this, the analyst must first 
describe the job. Once the facts have been gathered, such inferences 
may be made. 

'Ille guide is relatively thorough and should cover most of the information 
needs necessary for such functions as training, recruiting, selection, 
position classification, performance evaluation, research, etc. 

6-B 
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A. . Identifying Information 

l. Name of person preparing analysis. 
2. Job title and job number. 
'3. Organizational unit and number. 
4. location. 
5. Name of person and job title to which this position reports. 
6. Wage. 
7. Additional canpensation. 

• 8. Number of employees on this job. 

B. Job Duties 

1. What are the duties of this position? 
2. What proportion of the typical week is spent on these duties? 
3. How are these duties performed? 
4. Why are they performed? what is the purpose of each duty? 

the total job? 

C. Problem Solving 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

What are the typical kinds of problems/decisions/judgments/ 
recommendations, etc., encountered on the job? 
To what extent are choices available for the solutions or 
recamnendations? 
a. Are there detailed rules to follow? 
b. Routine instructions to follow? 
c. General policies? 
d. Broad concepts/philosophies/etc.? 
e. How closely is the job supervised? What decisions can the 

employee make without referring to a higher authority? 
Describe the kind of thinking challenge that exists in the 
solution to problems, etc. 
a. Are problems routinized, repetitive? 
b. Are there a multitude of differing facts to be considered? 
c. Does the employee solve widely divergent problems where 

little precedence exists or are they generally a variety 
of camnon types of problems? 

d. Is the employee pennitted to make only s~ight variations 
in work procedure or do the problems require creative 
ability in developing new/revised solutions, programs, 
procedures with few guides or methods outlined? 

What is the impact of errors? consider, 
a. What is the likely dollar cost? 
b. What is the likely frequency that errors can be made? 
c. What is the effect of errors on self, other employees, 

the public? 
Describe the nature of those duties where the employee has 
responsibility for the safeguarding of records, material 
equipment, and money. Describe these in tenns of content, 
value amount, likelihood of misuse (the controls "built" in 
to the system) and level of responsibility. 
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_6. Describe the responsibility of the position in terms of 
decisions and actions which may affect ~ce safety or welfare of 
others. Describe the diligence and effort required, including 
whether actions or decisions have direct ( involves their 
physical presence) or remote {approves policies which evential.ly 
have impact) impact. 

D. Knowledge -- Problem solutions are derived fran what the employee 
must know. Based upon the problems, decisions made, describe: 

1. 'Ille specific kinds and levels of informal or fonnalized 
bodies o:r knowledge ( regardless of how gained) needed to 
solve these problems. (Do not describe level in terms of 
academic level but rather in terms of specific knowledges. ) 

2. 'lhe specific knowledge and level necessary concerning methods, 
tools, equipnent, materials, processes, etc. 

E. Supervisory Responsibilities -- '!his includes only those positions 
whose authority is to direct and control the activities of sub
ordinates in such matters as work assignment, approval of work 
perfonna.nce, job training, handling grievances or can.plaints, and 
where their recommendation or conduct directly affects tenure, 
pranotion, salary increases, leaves of absence, etc. 

1. What instruction or help (guidelines or policies, etc.) does 
the position have or receive as to what work is to be done or 
how to do it'l 

2. What decisions are permitted to the position without reference 
to higher authority'/ 

3. What is the make-up of the group supervised (number and kind)'l 
4. What is the scope and diversity of the worit supervised? (What 

is the dollar :impact, size of budget, natu..-e of what is 
produced, nature of functions supervised, etc.7) 

F. Supervision Received -- 'llie IVfreedan to act" is circumscribed by 
what degree of supervision? 

l. Immediate close Gupervision of specific activities (such as 
methods and procedures to follow, frequent surveillance, etc.), 
general supervision (guidance with generally broad latitude 
for defining -work methods, schedules, how to achieve 
objectives, etc.), or ncminal direction (subject only to very 
broad policy guidelines, guiding principles, philosophies or 
concepts). · 

G. Ccmnwlications 

l. Oral - Describe the :importance and nature of (contents and 
person(s) to which directed) the oral ccmrunications on the 
job. Consider advising, negotiation, persuading, instructing, 
interviewi~, exchange of routine infonnation, non-routine 
exchanges, lspecial meetings) and public speaking. Describe 
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recipients, considering executives, supervisors, professional 
personnel, clerical, manual ar.ld staf'f', sales, buyers, special 
interest groups, custaners, clients, patients, etc. 

2. other camnunications .. Describe the nature, contents, and 
purpose of other camnunication methods. Consider written 
reports, signaling, code camnunications, entertaining, etc. 

H. Sources of' Job Infonnation -- Describe the various sources ot 
intonnation used on the Job and how they are used in solving 
problems. Consider: 

l. Books, manue.1s, tables, graphs, statistics. 
2. Drawings, maps, blueprints, pictures. 
3. Templates, stencils, patterns. 
4. Dials, gauges, signals, lights. 
5. Calipers, scales, material, objects. 
6. Observations ( of people, events, animals, etc.), art decor, 

painting. 
7 ~ ·- Requests, · verbal instructions, conversati01."lS, interviews. 
8. Noises, smells, horns, temperature, :f'eelines of surfaces, etc. 

I. Sensory and Perceptual Processes .... Describe the nature of and 
detemine the amount of time and how sensory, perceptual. 
or estimating activities facilitate the duties of the Job. 
Consider: 

l. Seeing differences in details of an object both Within and 
outside arms reach. 

2. Jucging distance to or between objects. 
3. Dif:f'erentiating objects, materials or details on the basis of' 

color, appearance, or outline. 
4. Recognizing di:fferent sound patterns or se :-iuences of sound 

(e.g., heart beat, engines, etc.). 
5. Sound changes in terms of loudness, pitch, tone or quality. 
6. Sensing or rec~zing body movements in d"i.rection or speed, 
----- position and balance. 
·1 ;- Estimating speed of moving objects or part;:; in relation to a 

stationary or moving reference. 
8. Estimating the speed of an on-going process. 
9. EstimatiJ;lg quantity, weight or volume of objects. 

10. Estimating dimensions of length, thiclmess or height of 
objects. 

U. Estimation of time between events. 
12. Differentiating by tastillg and smelling mr•~.;erial.s or objects. 

J. Physical. Demands .... Describe the actual necesE ~.ry expenditure ot 
energy and physical. demands of the position by describing in 
frequency, weight and distance, the amount of :'..if'ting, climbing, 
kneeling, walld.ng, standing, stooping, crouchi~;.g, traveling, 
hauling, crawling, :l'P-achillg, pushing, and pull :'.ng. 

K. ~sica.1. Coordination and Dexterity -- Descri1:,:;, where appropriate, 
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those actions requiring fingering, eye-hand coordination, speed 
of ann movements, speed of finger movements, eye-hand-foot coordina
tion, hand-ear coordination, etc. 

L. Working Conditions -- This consists of hazards and surroundings. 
Describe: 

l. P..azards - consider the frequency of exposure to and severity 
of the accidents/illnesses encountered by the typical employee 
on this job. Describe: 
a. First aid cases (minor injuries which typica.J..ly result 

in a dey or less of "lost" time). 
b. Temporary disability (injuries or 111ness which prevent 

the worker fran performing his job but do not result in 
pennanent disability). 

c. Penn.anent pennanent impairment (injuries or illnesses 
resulting in the amputation or loss o'f use of any body 
member or part or impairment of body f\mctions) • 

d. Permanent total disability or death. · 
2. Environmental Conditions - Determine the average amount of 

time the typical employee is exposed to: 
a. OutdQors or changing weather. 
b. High temperature. 
c. Low temperature. 
d. Air contamination (dust, fumes, odors, poor ventiliation, 

etc.). 
e. Vibration. 
f. Poor lighting. 
g. Dirty environment ( the worker and his clothing becane dirty) • 
h. Awkward or confining work .i;pace. 
i. Hoise intensity. 
j. Rotating work schedules/night work. 
k. Travel fran "home base." 

M. Social and Personal Aspects -- Most jobs have varying social and 
personal aspects that becane a "part" of the job either because it 
can't be avoided or because it will likely facilitate carrying out 
the job's mission. Describe those aspects of the job where 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Social or civic obligations are ass\DD.ed in the camnunity. 
Attempts to deal with problems or reach ob,iectives are hindered 
or obstructed and thus contribute to frust:::.:ations to a greater 
degree than nonnal. 
Dealing with groups or individuals will lil~ely result in 
unpleasant or stressed situations. 
Personal sacri.f'ices, while being of service to people or 
objectives of the organization, normally go beyond involve-

. ment or interest. 
Inevitable differences in objectives or op~nions between 
inc\DD.bent and other persons will "set the stage" for conflict. 
Informal. non-job required social contacts ~'ith others is 
likely to aid in implementing the job (e.g., barber, taxi 
driver, receptionist, etc.) • 
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N. Special or Unique Requirements -- Different ~,obs have certain 
requirenents derived from custan, policy, st.:.tute that the employee 
is required to have or possess. Describe. Can.sider: 

l. Licenses, certificates, "state boards." 
2. Tools, equipnent or vehicles. 
3. Special clothing and/or unilonns. 

o. Job Demands -- The Job situation mey impose -varying requirements 

--· 
-__.., 

to which the incumbent must adapt to perfo:nn the work satisfactorily. 
Consider the following, describing those that apply: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

Specified, continuous work pace over which the incumbent has 
little or no control. 
Repetitive activities {repeated mental or physical activities 
repeatedly without interruption for periods of time). 
Cycled activities - (a set schedule on a~, hourly 
or weekly basis). 
Following set procedures ( requirements to follow a very set 
check list or ~rocedure) • ·· 
Time pressure {deadlines, rush hour traf'f'ic). 
More than normal precision. 
Attention to detail. 
Recognition of objects, events, processes through sight, sound, 
touch, smell, etc. 
Vigilance - infrequent events. Deals with a search for infre
quently occurring but relevant events such as a :forest lookout, 
etc. 
Vigilance - continuous changing events - ~hose situations where 
awareness of continuous variations of a process or flow occur 
such as driving, watching continuous chan:;ing gauges or dials. 
Working under distractions such as phone calls, interruptions 
fran others, etc. 
Contemporization - Job lmowledge requirem~nts are changing 
continuously. 

P. Substantiating Data 

l. Obtain copies of forms, procedures and ot ier documentation to 
corroborate and clarify above data. 

2. Diagrams, now. charts, cUITent job- descri:;tion drawings, written 
instructions, etc., should also be callec·;ed. 
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JOB AHAL YSIS DOCUMENT 
Research and Test Development Oivi sion 

Department of Personnel 

"'-- ·o!".'::".:."li.ce.tions Dispatcher Cha.rles Brun.'!(, Steve Nettles 4-1-73 To 6-1-73 

..._, 

Class Title Analyst Dates of Project 

o8 3500 oSE'--60 114 24 Law Enforce.~ent 
Transportati::m 

Poy Cifode Spec Code Pes Code Incumbents Hires (6 mo) P'rimary Agency of Use 

REASON FOR JOB ANALYSIS: A req_·.1est was m:1.de by agency to review present exam. No previous 
~irical cia.ta was available. No recent job e.na.J.:rsis was perfo~ed. It was felt b:i• 
the agency that the present exam was not testing the relevant areas since the job 
underwent siEnificant c~a.nges. • 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND RESOURCES: JAG, Is. POO.'s Interview - Observation, Job element 
gro"clp interview, sieci fication, D.O. '.:' . 

-
PRIMARY RESOURCE PERSONS: (Na~es, Position,. Credentials) 

?.ollie c. r r~oks, Comrminications E~ui:pment ~ec~nicia.n, State Police Co::-!:!unications t;', . ..., 
~mer r ,:vme.nn, Co~munica~ions Syste~ Administrator I I, .::::eparlment of La.w Enforcen:er..t 
J. A. Cei1.:er, Captain - : t ate Police 
Eenry A. Tre.?P, Co~.m.unication System Administrator, De~artment of :.aw Enforcement 

NARRATIVE OF JOB ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES AND RE SUL TS: . 

An init1al meet ing was r:eld witl\ Ra~/ Str·oh, P.O. ~or Law Enforcement end the abcnre na."'!:ed 
con~ultants. -:::'!1e old exam was revi ewert e.nd sever13.l inade,pe.cies •,rere ?Oi nted o,1t. 

Arrange~~nts ·;1ere rr..ade -:o col lect. P.D. Q. ' s e.::d to distri-C\.:t~ ::-.A.0 .• 's. A :n.erfor..a:-icc 
t est used b y t1~e State of r:ew Mexico for a sL::i.il~r t i t le 'tl8S reYif:•,red. ·n~is e:rn.J :; •:~a~ 
used in pa.rt on a qualif::ing basis for "';},ose a:pplica.nts appearinr; for ti,e ~plo::'.:ie,.~; 
in-:.erview. 

·~·went:'-ei t,;ht .J .A;Q. 's w~:-e ieturncd for analy si s. 'c":"~ followinr, eler.ien t s ·«ere ra.ted 
fro!':l very i:-:"?()r:.ant to cxtremel:1 im"?()rt ant: •,.:orl-: !:api dJ.:r, do repe•:i ti ve tasks, re±.'e:rcnce 
b ooks~ conce:1-: ra:'..ion ar:-.:_c st distract i.on, a ~ ... :. ent i 0:-, t o de-:a.ils, s-;i el.15.:1? , .:""9in::: a~, i,.i.:.:-, 
t1e.":'.o~ · of de : e. i ls, ideas a~d dtrections. acc,i rac:: , a c.E.~ar: iJ.i ~-:_;i c-,...<-l:-:[~ inr :priori J.~ :.es .• 
c ~.ea.r voice, operat inf rsdio eq_uipmen t,-rrom -: '.:e ?. l .'d, ,t:--ie follow: n,; elements cc,::ic·:!"rf,d 
wi t h t he,; .;\.~_.: ·estar. lis:1i ng prior~. ties of !:"' essa.ges, t :.r~Jinf lot: s:-1eets, good s-::iee.1~inr: 
voice, opera-:inc radi o e~_,1:.pnent, :pre-parin3 e.:1d :'."'.a in'tai ni:-: r r~cords. 

'21:e D.o. ·~·. i ndicat ed t'r:at t!'le Cor.un'.J.n~cations :'.'; i s:._Ja t ci ier pc•s;_~, ion fell 5.n t he realm o!'' 
nersonal servi ces. 
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NARRATIVE (conrinued) 

The second meeting consisted of the job element generating session. ~e sample elell".ents 
were generated and defined from the JAQ and the P:i::O,. At this session, other eler:ients 
were generated which resulted in the following 16 P.lements. 

1. typing·- abili t:r to tn.nscribe oral ~es sages as they are received. •:--" 
2. record keepi~g - le5ibl.y rnaintaininG log sheets, identification fo~s, inter-office 

records, etc. 
3. voice qualit~,r - no s-peech impediments or accents affecting intellicibility. 
h. ~e~orizing - aptitude to learn codes, geograp~ic areas, trooper status, co~p~ter 

formats, police procedures. 
5~ orcanizing priorities - detennines priorities and messages. 
6. following directions - ability to follow oral a.~d written directions. 
7. l!l8.P readi:ig - a.":Jili t:• to locate s-pecific ?Oints o:i a Ma!). 

8. arg:--.metic - a':)ili tJ• to do sil':'lple a~:5.i tion, s•.i'ostra.ction, m,11':. ipltca:tio!'l, and di Yi sio!i. 
9. t rai:1.abili"t;; - aptitude for learning and adapting to si ti.;.ationa.l require.'!lents. 

(test aptitudes) 
10. SJ.)elling - accurac:,r equi valen-: to twelfth grade level. 
11. r raT,ar - acili ty eq_ui vs.lent to twelfth r;rade level. 
~2. concentration ru:1idst distraction - includine stress conditions. 
13. initiative - e."oili t:,r to take action. 
14. anticipation - aptitc~de for :perceiving (roles, proced,~res, etc.) 
15. COr:11)~ehension convey~nce - ability to convey meaningful messages. 
16. usin0 comrr:unication equipment 

·rhe interview-ob~ervation session took -place· at the State ?oEce !):.strict 9 "headqy.artc!'s, 
Sprinc;field. '_ne following elements which earli"er ·were i:idicated to he fr1portru:t we!'e 
observed and discu ssed with the S"spervisor; operation of radio er:.frpment;' concent:ra.tL:m 
amidst distraction; t7,'Ping; establi.shing priori ties, maintaining records and reports; 
and the operations of telety:pe tenninals. 
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS: 

~ 

.._ 
' 

.....,_ 

?he ten "!lost import ant 
1. trainabili :.y 
2. voice q~ality _ 
3. typing 
4. initiative 

elements from the 16 generated are as follows: 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

concentration 
comprehension 
followin6 directions 
record keepine 

9. me.-norizine 
10. orcanizi:1e priority 

FrO!:l these ten elements, the lop four testable elements were selected to be included in 
the ex:aminatio:1. ~ey are tr.a5.nability~ typing, cOl'!lprehe:-ision, a:1d concentration. 3eca,;. i 
the ege:1cy thought that a performance test could better assess some a51)ects of ~he job 
perfo:nna.~ce, the combination written pe~formance test was agreed upon. 

, 
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01 SCUSSION (continued) 

_,,. 

WEIGHTS AND METHODS OF MEASUREMENT: 'T'he 1:alidit~, of Occup~tione.l 7 est, Chiselli, 19(;6, 
indicated that gen~ral intellige.~ce test use valid predicators of trainability. ~~~s, 
40 pre-tested ~uestions f'rom verbal and numerical aptitude tests were chosen to comprise 
the trainability section of the written tes~. 

For the performa.~ce test, three elements were tested. The first of these, corr.pretension, 
was tested through a menta.·_ recall section. This section tested an applicants r,.c,ili-t.y 
to comprehend ·and rece.11 information. ·~1e next element, concentration, ·.-;as tes-:ea. by 
a mental recall a.r:i.idst distraction section. Because it was observed that a. <lb:;,atc:;er 
must work with var lous distractions, such as constant radio trans.missi.ous and f.e:La 
t en:tlnal opera-c1.or,s, an iu:fcreati ve para.graph and radio tr&.nsrr,ission were simu..1:~a:.eous 
recorded from which the epplice.nt recalls the important aspects of the paragr~ph. ___,,.. 

The last section of th£: p~rfonna.nce exam tested the typing element. Since conveya~ce ... ~r 
the intended message is more important t1:an speed and a.ccurac:,· for this title, a ,.:on
ventional typing test would not serve the purpose. As a result, a specially designed 
typing test was c ,,nstructed consisting of four radio dispatches. :'bus, the fo::,:,_.at of t:1e 
completed test is as follows: 

l. written 

2. 

a. verbal aptitude 
b. numerical aptitude 
performance 
a. comprehenEion (reental 
b. concentration (mental 

20 pts. 
20 pts. 

recall) 6 pts. 
recall a.midst distraction 7 nts. 

- !-~, ! -'"! __ ... ,,,. ... 

• .. ,\:! <\ ~.~'it.~,~\ • ., ,;~ - •.:-;. ,t: A 

-~·he completed exa.ru was then presented "to -::.hP. co;rn;.:J.·. !'l.!ltt for 
re-::mmendations and a!)provaJ.. ::.'hey ind i.cated :r:a.t tr.e t:,--r,:nc; 

section needed more time in between each dispatch. 
Thi s final copy of the . test was then taped. -:::·hree more tapes were made for exf.:r:n nine 

purposes. 

RE: A~.'~S A~TD ru:co:.: -T.i:DAT iO"iS: We :,:-ecor.:imend that the test oe considered 0ne writ:er. anci 
:r,erforr.·.a.nce test until cut-off scores can oe deter.rined. :)nee c1.:.t -off scores i:;ave ·.:een 
establ i sned, we can decide whether or not to keep t:1e tes: C'1nsidered a.s one te:::;t C" ' 'i,:prL,e'' 
of a wri t ten and perfor.r:ance sections, or dl videci into a written a:1d performanr;e cec": i on 
weii:~inG eac":1 part separately. rh1r recor.Tiendation tr,a t voice auali t;y· be deter.:::ined at ·:,rH: 
tiffie of ti:e employr.;ent interview was A.ccepted. 

l.7) 



-
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